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Where are we? 
Where are we going? 
How far have we come? 
Are we there yet? 
How do we get there? 
Is that far from here? 
Why do we have to go? 
Who 's coming with us? 
Who do we leave behind? 
Will we meet again? 
Next exit: Reunion, 2000 
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YOU ARE 
Ororw j 4 
On a lazy summer after-
noon, Katja Suletzki com-
mits the beauty of bril-
liant red poppies to 
paper. The rainbow re-
news its promise over the 
town of Orono before fall 
paints the trees, and 
grave mowers retire from 
their work. The river re-
flects the pre-winter 
clouds which will soon 
cover the school in a 
white frosting of snow. As 
the state passes through 
its metamorphosis from 
winter to summer and 
back again, we go about 
our lives, wondering 
where we are. 
HERE 
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ROADSIG!YS 
Road signs are singular. They reveal in- As the flowers explode, 
dividual shapes, purposes, and designs. 
They direct, measure, and enlighten. They 
warn and pacify. Some encourage; others OUr galloping hOUSeS 
discourage. They delimit stages of 
progess in a desired direction. Institutions inhale the Now and Then 
also utilize road signs: interim reports, 
parent-teacher conferences, rank cards, 
athletic and co-curricular events, uniforms, and telephone poI es stride 
and diplomas. These symbols indicate de-
velopmental stages, physical and mental b k t d h" t 
skills and deflclencies, artistic awareness ac OWar IS ory 
and sensibility, developed or undeveloped 
character, and levels of achievement. In- the COmpOSt memorieS 
terpreting these signs requires an observ-
er gifted with wisdom and patience. Not all 
journeys form straight lines; not all travel- swivel like chairs, 
lers select identical routes. 
recede with hairlines, 
on the manifest alarm-
clock highway 
- Sven Bonnichsen 
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CAPS I 
~ Lisa Woods smiles as she 
pulls a fast one and takes her 
diploma. 
A Marlta Smagula, Elise Arsenault, and MicheUe Day await the arrival of 
slighUg taller graduates • 
.,. John Trefethen breaks the rules by speaking loudly and carrying a smaU stick. 
' 89 Gnufj lO 
CiOWJYS lr TASSELS 
The class of '89 graduated with a long list of attributes, well-
earned and very deserved attributes. None can doubt Ann 0' 
Leary's ingenuity. When Orono dropped track, Ann dropped 
Orono. Rich Shea's farewell address would offer stiff com-
petition in any originality contest. In the senioritis category, 
three members of the class of '89 personify its character-
istics: Dale Cross, Darrick Wood, and RJ Modery. Of course, 
originality and ingenuity would have been dull without the 
daring of Carl Moore's jeans and Elena DeSiervo's constant 
excitement. What could have been more adventurous than a 
fifteen player ice hockey team which came in third? Above all 
must have been the examples of loyalty (Carrie Meyers spent 
five years buried under layouts in room 65A), fairness (sixth 
graders flocked to the kind counselor Lara Curtis at Science 
Camp), and Darren Ranco's sensibility and logic. Last to 
arrive, official recognition of Andrew McGregor's procras-
tination. On June 11 the class of 1989 carried these traits 
with them through the gym and out into the open sky. They 
paused along the way for one last gathering at the Penobscot 
Valley Country Club and a quick breakfast at Burger King. 
Move over Roclcettes: here Is the class of ~9891 
A /If embers of the cla5s of '89 get their last look at the gym floor 
before they proceed to accept their graduation ~rtiflcates. 
<Ill Mosey 's are red: carnations are white: you better not 
mess with this graduate's plight/ 
' 89 Grru!j ll 
A.ROUIYD 
~ Jay Harris puts himself on the 
foresty department's list of com-
Ing attractions. 
~ T A figure of peace In the un· 
tamed jungle, a buddha statue 
contemplates nirvana. 
T The hub of f'few England, Boston 
unfolds Itself to the inquiring eye. 
T ~ Australia 's center of theatrical 
activity , the Sydney Opera 
House. 
What a trip! A bus to Boston, bicycling to 
California, a plane to Japan, Australia, 
the Soviet Union, Germany, France, 
Spain and finally home. Around the 
world in 80 days? Not quite, but OHS 
students covered the globe in their wan-
derings. Some students explored the 
streets of Boston last April. Jay Harris 
decided to bike across the country to 
improve his skating skill. Sven Bonnich-
sen studied for six weeks in Japan. Jean 
Whitney buried herself in the accents 
and cities of Australia. Lars Carlson took 
a two week tour of the U.S.S.R. Katja 
Suletzki went back to her roots in Ger-
many. Several apprentice French speak-
ers practiced their craft in Ploermel. The 
Spanish Club tasted the delicacies of 
Spain for ten days. 
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THE WORLD 
~ f'lfew cafes and shops 
reoeal themselves af 
ter one turn down a 
narrow French road. 
~ • A park brushed 
with the colors of a 
German summer. 
• Russian archltec· 
ture grazes the sky. 
• • Roads which once 
led conquistadors to 
their ships now con· 
vey Spaniards and 
others to Toledo. 
TraveL j 13 
.,.. In preparation for the big 
night. Margaret ffallee puts 
the finishing touches to her 
face • 
.,.. .,.. The haughty Carl Moore 
leads the cast in a rousing 
finale. 
WIIITE 
FACESAJYD 
SMALL FEET 
... Matt Ross forlornly croons his sad story to the townsfolk of 
Titipu. 
T As befitting his noble stature, Lewis Richards shows 
off his pearly whites to obliging admirer, Esther Taylor • 
.,.. T A royal couple: the Emperor of Japan, Carl Moore. 
and his daughter-in-law - elect, Beth Genco. 
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''Mikado'' 
Charms OHS 
Audiences 
Perhaps it was due to the 
mystique of the pre-curtain 
handshakes that the 1988 
OHS production of Gilbert 
and Sullivan's THE MIKADO 
was a triumphant success. 
The diligent cast worked for 
almost two months, awak-
ened to tortuously early 
Saturday morning rehears-
als, sat through " inspiring" 
pep talks, obligingly ate 
cookies, occasionally en-
gaged in snowball wars, 
and overcame absentee 
leading actors. Amid bird 
calls, cases of strep throat, 
and mysteriously appearing 
T.V. cameras, a tired but 
happy cast and crew pulled 
off a series of terrific per-
formances . However, no 
one was too tired for a trip 
to Pat's and a cast party to 
celebrate the fall of the final 
curtain. 
~A cunning Ryan White has ro· 
mantic notions for his 
trepidacious bride·to·be, Elena 
DeSiervo. 
~ MIKADO CAST: (Row ~) Abby Curtis, Susan Mur· 
phy, Trang Dang, Liz Thompson. Tracy Ellingwood, 
Tracy Sargent (Row 2) Lewis Richards. Elena 
DeSiervo, Margaret nallee, Beth Genco. Beth Plis· 
sey, Matt Ross, Carl Moore (Row 3) Ryan White, Kim 
Brown. Amy Torrey. Amy Wlodarski, Steve Page, 
Suzanne Dottin, Michelle Butler, Margaret Ar· 
senault. 
~i.IKADO I 15 
.& .& .,. A study ln contrasting moods, 
John Denis and Angel Commeau re· 
fleet the elegance of the evening and 
the pleasure of each other's compa· 
ny • 
.& .,. .,. Kim Dubois quieUy amuses 
herself by re-arranging the earns· 
tions • 
.,. Uncharacteristically formal, John 
Trefethen swaps hls hockey stick for 
adorable Amy Clray. 
On May 1.3, 1989, the Bangor 
Hilton hosted the Orono prom. 
The Cabinet Room gleamed with 
rainbow colors. Surrounded. by 
tables, each bearing a candle 
and ornamental emerald and sil-
ver balloons, a center dance 
floor dominated the room, To-
ward the middle of the evening, 
newly-crowned King and Queen 
for a Night, Chad Eddy and Jo 
Nevells, shared a coronation 
waltz. Soon the other couples 
joined in the celebration of a 
once-in-a-lifetime event. As the 
theme proclaimed, "These were 
the times to remember." While 
the dance ended at the stroke of 
midnight, unlike Cinderella who 
disappeared with the last violin 
note, J &. M photos evoke mem-
ories of that special time and all 
those who made it possible. 
]wtior j 16 
..,. King Chad and Queen Ronnle·Jo 
share an intimate moment after their 
coronation. 
1' Elena DeSlervo masquerades as Mo· 
zart's wife. 
Bows and Beaux 
..,. A Oail!Vess and Jon Cota embrace the night. 
A Sam Poole shows his class his Class/ 
..,. Framed by balloons, ex-King Louis Brown· 
stein looks for his date of the day - Michelle. 
A A Dennis Anderson ro· 
mances Angle !Vevell5 with a 
long-stemmed rose and an 
invitation to dance • 
A Under a glittering chande· 
ller, dancers crowd the 
floor. 
Prom j 17 
i..Safdy over the &ar, tmckie. Fm.n Ca.tftcart says 
gooc!bye to his trusty poCe. 
18 I Sprin9 
CHILDREN 
Pfwto Cowte.sy of B11119or Da.ily New5 
PLAYING 
~fter a WlJ9fi season, Orono's 6nselinff a.ruf sojtbaff 
teams finis lid with Ufe.ntica! recordS thanks to pitching 
uu tlint of Case.y GnrfmuCs. 
AStrot19 Jinisfie.s, !'ike this one. 6y Katrina Opitz, were. 
the name. of the game. for the Orono t:rliCk teams tftis 
sprit19. 
19 
.,.Row 1: Herb Leonard, Cid Dyjak, Joe Gal-
lant, Amy Gray, Katrina Opitz, Trinh Dang. 
Amy Hakola 
Row 2: Karen Rosebush. Tanya Moore, Hi-
lary Roy, Elise Arsenault, Ann O'Leary, Ka-
ren Murray, Sherry Abbott, Bill Meehan, 
Skall Gearhard 
Row 3: Mickey Davidson, Finn Riley, Jeff 
Walker, Steve Page, Matt Ross, Bill Buetel, 
Ryan White, Dave Brewer, Don Rowe 
Row 4: Mike lnwen, Ricky Sechrest, Justin 
Deri, Andy Willette, Scott Ismail, Matt Sucec. 
Matt Perry, Diego Perez 
Row 5: Fran Cathcart, Rich Shea. Sundance 
Campbell. Jason Herbeck. Matt Reiling, Pe-
ter White, Scott Hume, Nick Pearce, Rick 
Smith 
Row 6: Scott Allen, James Robichaud, Greg 
Sivik, Scott Willette. Jeff Sewell, Kevin Vete-
lino, John Trefethen 
.,.Row 1: Ben Dane, Eirik Kellogg, Bryan 
Heath, Brian Wood, Mark Erhardt, Matt 
Hirschfeld, Lars Carlson. Brandon Fox, 
Steve Best 
Row 2: Beth Robbins, Gretchen Kail, Heather 
Dutton, Hilary Folger, Anjali Purl, Leila Mun-
son, Theresa Ford, Marita Smagula 
SPRI!YCi CAS 
AAfter reclevlng a successful handoff In the state meet. an· 
chor I"Uck Pearce explodes for a first place finish . 
.,.Spying Coach Gerhard. Kicky Smith takes careful aim. 
20 I Spfin9 
~Row 1: Tracy Sergeant, Kristen Veeder, 
Kathy Walsh, Llza Marzilli, Angie Nevells, 
Margaret Arsenault, Amber Gagnon, Jenny 
Tyler 
Row 2: Mary Nadeau, Stephanie Garcelon, 
Jen Pellett, Nicole Murphy, lise Fastook, 
Heather McCafferty, Julie Cameron, Leanne 
Warner, Alison Bayer 
~Row 1: Becca Allen, Sara Gardner, April 
Poulsen, Lori Young, Stephanie Tyrrell, Pen-
ny Moquin, Jocie Badger, Kate Poulsen 
Row 2: Coutts, Sessa Salas, Amy Yerxa, 
Marcia Therrien, Katrina Veeder, Beth 
Halteman, Jen Pelleriti, Mary Nadeau 
~Row 1: Pat Murphy, Daniel Beane, Brian 
Lurt, Sean Currier, Kyle Churchill, Chad Ed-
dy, Jay Vetelino, Ethan Figueroa, Louis 
Thompson 
Row 2: Brian D'errlco, Charlie Poole, Dave 
Best, Chris Cameron, Mike Parker, Dennis 
Anderson, Casey Garland, Roger Collins, Bill 
St. Germain, Mitch Stone, Travis Taylor, 
Dave Paul, Leo Pelleriti 
Tea.ms /21 
.,.Flying high. Matt Kelling readies himself for the 
state meet. 
~"The Stallion". Lynn Curtis leads ofT for the 
4x100 state championship team. 
&John Trefethen and Jeff 
Sewell display the fruits of 
their labors at the 1989 
state championships • 
.,.Coach Gallant and Hilary 
Roy ftnd reason for mirth In 
the day's events • 
.,..,.Setting his sights on 
breaking the 12'6 " barrier. 
Fran Cathcart prepares for 
ftlght • 
.,..WI,$hlng the bar was at 
5 '5". Karen Rosebush soars 
above lt. 
22 I SJ1rin9 
BORJY TO RUIV 
.,." Put your left arm 
up; put your right 
leg out; do the ho· 
key pokey a nd 
shake It all abou t." 
..,.'YNot demonstrat-
Ing quite as much 
enthusiasm as his 
competitor . Don 
Rowe jumps out of 
the blocks. 
'YTonya Moore 
blasts past the ftn· 
Ish line In the 100 
meter dash. 
The Girls' Spring Track team had an excellent 
season. placing sixth overall in the state cham-
pionship, but the relay team of Lynn Curtis, 
Sarah Opitz, Katrina Opitz, and Hilary Roy 
turned in a first place finish. Hilary Roy broke the 
100 meter dash record, and Karen Rosebush 
tied the high jump record. Sherry Abbott, the 
lone thrower, improved her distances all sea-
son. Distance runners Elise Arsenault, Ann 
O'Leary, and Karen Murray also had good sea-
sons. 
Track I 23 
.,.Going tbe distance. Sarah Opitz leaps 
Into tbe pit • 
.,..,.Disturbed by Matt Kelling and 
Coach Gerhard's humor. Jason 
Herbeck feels Insulted. 
l'.,..Breaklng bls perfect unattendence 
record, Greg Slvlk shows up for a race. 
l'.,...,..Carrylng the torch for the relay. 
Hilary Roy finishes strong. 
l'.,...,...,..Strldlng bard In the mile, Ryan 
White and Matt Ross push through tbe 
second lap. 
The 1989 Men's Spring Track team, 
with good participation from all 
classes, used its depth and talent 
to have a nearly perfect season. 
The Riots began right, cruising 
through the regular season to a 7-0 
record. The long month of April was 
higlighted by: slush, "getting in 
shape at Camp Gerhardt", mud, 
more mud, and running through 
the mud with Coach Gallant. With 
warmer (and drier) weather came 
postseason where the Riots contin-
ued to excel. At the PVC meet in 
Ellsworth, Orono finished a close 
second to class A powerhouse Ban-
gor. The Eastern Maine class C re-
gional meet was a showcase for Ri-
ot talent as they rolled to victory. 
This set the stage for the State 
Championships. 37 teams came to 
OHS for the state meet and com-
petition was stiff. Although Orono's 
only wins came from Matt Reiling 
(lOOm hurdles) and the 4x400 re-
lay team of Bill BeuteL John 
Trefethen, Matt Ross and Nick 
Pearce, the Riot depth got the job 
done and brought home another 
state trophy . 
.,.Destination unknown. Matt Peny 
launches Into flight. 
24 I Tmck 
A"Blg Dave" Brewer lost tbe battle wltb the bar. Joe Gal· 
lant dresses the resulting wounds. 
Early season rainouts left the 1989 ten-
nis team with a hectic schedule. A final 
week of six matches in five days erased 
the team's chances of postseason play. 
The '89 players found victory in their 
solo acomplishments. The greatest of 
these was Brandon Fox's fourth round 
showing at the State Individual Tourna-
ment. However, such players as the 
Duck, Skeets, Woody, Kritch, Thumper 
and Swifty boosted team morale. 
~ennis warrior Ben Dane sneers haughtily 
at his opponent. 
AT 
THE 
!VET 
.&Brian Wood taps 
his foot. waiting for 
the ball to return. 
<IIIBored by her 
match. Heather 
Dutton counts the 
strings on her rack· 
et. 
<III<IIIHavlng underes-
timated his power. 
Matt Hirschfeld 
scans the clouds 
for signs of his 
serving toss. 
Tennis j 25 
STEALING 
lll>lll>lll>Safe at home. Penny Moquin 
slides to a haiL 
lll>Avoldlng ultra-violet rays. Amy 
Yerxa tries out the new Klot sun-
screen 
lll>lll>The only person capable of 
stopping April Poulsen's fastball. 
Carrie Myers digs another one 
out of the dirt. 
lll>~The Three Musketeers. Sessa 
Salas. Jen Pellerltl. and Penny 
Moquin. finish off their opponent 
In tag team softball. 
The 1989 Orono High School 
softball team may have ended 
its season with the same 4-10 
record as the 1988 season, 
but it was a new team. The big 
difference for the Red Riots 
was the coaching staff. First 
year head coach, Lynn Coutts, 
and first year assistant coach, 
Mary Nadeau, gave the team 
something it had lacked -
team unity. The enthusiasm 
for the game was re-
established by the new coach· 
es as they began to build a 
team that will definitely be 
heard from in future seasons. 
Third baseman Lori Young 
was selected to the P.V.C. 1st 
team. Receiving honorable 
mentions were pitcher April 
Poulsen and short stop Sessa 
Salas. With a strong nucleus of 
starters returning, Orono Soft-
ball can do nothing but im· 
prove! 
26 I Sp~ 
.&Attempting to beat the throw. Lori Young 
sprints to first. 
~Elated by her team's performance. Carrie My-
ers giggles her approval. 
v 
A. First year coaches Lynn Coutts and Jllary 
J'lladeau reflect tbelr team' s exuberant 
splrlL 
~ddlng to ber collection of raspberries, 
Penny Jlloquln Is safe at second. 
II 
0 
M 
E 
27 
COVERIIYG 
.,. "I"fo place like home ... sags John Jordan. 
~John Jordan lags the lag on an attempted pick · 
off play. 
28 / Baselia[[ 
l.Batterg mate Mitch Stone digs another 
ball out of the dirt. 
·~-~..P~-r-=-, - '+ 
~ ........ ~-~~l._.~ ... ...a... 
l. The mighty Casey fires another fastball bg the batter. 
•-' 
TilE BASES 
The 1989 baseball team had its ups and downs. 
The team made its annual trip south to Bosto!l, 
and also showed that it could play with some 
competitive teams from southern Maine. In one of 
their best games, they shut out Hermon 14-Q. 
When the end of the season rolled around, they 
had compiled four wins and ten losses, many of 
which were close games. Though Orono will miss 
the prowess of casey Garland, the future looks 
extremely bright. Mr. Pelleriti should look forward 
to yet another year of Riot baseball with some well 
seasoned veterans. 
T.,.Chad Eddy takes a look. 
T Scouting the opposition, Kyle Churchill and Chad Eddy 
walt for the start of a game. 
Baseba!f j 29 
.A.GMin9 in to a one point faruf-
in9' Beth. Genco ~es after flu 
Nokomis quarry. 
30 I Fa!! 
. CCeats 
• CrosSlfl9 
Pliotos courtuy Orono-014 Town TimLS 
AGivin9 IUs opponent the eviL eye, Mark Smith goes for the 
first down. 
.... Fo/in9 Fli9fi. Bi!! Beuu! and the men's soccu team Ceapelf to 
their 6est season ever. 
Sports I 31 
.,.Row 1: Ricky Sechrest, Paul Devoe, Chris Hal-
stead , Kyle Chruchill , Jon Hume, Jamie 
Beaudoin, Scott Hume 
Row 2: Nat Ford, Jeff Walker, Lars Carlson, Nick 
Pearce, Ben Allen , Matt Ross, Dylan Farnum, 
Billy Beutel. Mirko Sulk, Mans Aberg, Andrew 
Bayer 
Row 3: Mitch Stone, Ira LePage, Carl Hoffman, 
Nate Garwood, Josh Shertal. Aubrey Ingraham, 
Mike McNeely, Sean Murphy, Dan Wagner, John 
Lumpio, Kevin Baker, Coach Larry Berthiaume 
Missing: Coach Mark Hume, Jay Harris 
.,.Row 1: Casey Watts , Lynn Curtis , Erin 
Monberg, Jody Eddy, Laura Hoovier 
Row 2: Amy Webb, Liza Marzilli. Kathy Walsh, 
Penny Moquin, Stephanie Tyrrell , Sherry Ab-
bott Hilary Roy, Chris Clukey, Lori Young, Lib-
by Strout Thersa Ford 
Row 3 : Beth Halteman, Rebecca O'Leary, Nicole 
Adams, Ricky Jaeckel. Jen Pellett , Dawn 
Gagnon, Andrea Pearce, Jen Smith, Jessica 
Wood, Marcia Therrien, Emily Therault Coach 
Cld Dyjak 
.,.Row 1: Chris Cameron, Travis 
Caruso, Dennis Anderson, Rick 
McGregor, Bill St. Germain, 
Roger Collins, Peter White, Mike 
Parker Row 2: Gabe Gallahger, 
Joe Cota, Eddie Hail , Rob 
Yerxa , Scott IsmaiL Mark 
Smith, Chad Eddy , John 
Vandez, Don Rowe Row 3: Scott 
Bridges, Stefln Brown , John 
Munson , Keith Lilly, Simon 
Borodko, Sundance Campbell, 
David Best Row 4 : isreal Grant, 
James Myers, Chris Gray, Andy 
Galeatl. Andy Willette, Jay Vete-
lino, Pat Murphy, Ben Garthwait 
Row 5: Jason Lily, Alan Lucier, 
Kent Commeau, Jeff Parker, 
Drew Cota, Chris Benjamin, Jeff 
Shorette, Matt Myers, Jason 
Crossman Row 6:George Philp-
plt Eric Poulsen, Jason Myers, 
Adam Hasey, James McBride, 
Ethan Wardwell, Kevin Robbins, 
Sagus Pendse Standing: Coach-
es Dave Paul, Joe Cotmann, 
Bob Lucy, Kevin Kehoe, John 
Morsln 
32 I Fa[[ 
FALL CAST 
•Row 1: Beth Genco, Annette 
Teachout , Ellen HaiL Arlene 
Teachout Hayley Martin, Kendra War-
ner 
Row 2: Kristin Veeder, Dana Ventura , 
Angie Nevells, Hilary Folger, Jen Pel-
lerltL Gretchen Kail , Becca Allen, Krls-
tie Locke, Sheila Nazzaro, Amber 
Gagnon 
Row .3: Coach Mary Nadeau, Jocie 
Badger, Carrie Brown, Kate Perry, Ka-
ren Rosebush, Sarah Gardner, Kate 
Poulsen, LeeAnn Warner , Jenny 
Herlan, Amy Newcomb, Coach Dodie 
Soder 
&L-R: Matt Perry, Jeff Jacobs, John Jordan, Coach 
Paul Bessey, Steve Page, Ryan Elsemore, Mike Sim-
mons, Andrew Cyr 
A •Row 1: Ryan White, Matt Sucec, Dave Brewer 
Row 2: Ernie Mudgett Finn Riley, Justin Derl, Chris 
Ruge, Ben Dane, Terry O'NeaL Coach Joe Gallant 
Missing: Amy Yerxa, Julie Cameron 
•Modelling the new line of OHS sportswear, 
Scott Hume. Scott Ismail and Matt Ross rep-
resent the male half of Orono's fall teams. 
Teams f 33 
~~The fire llght.s the way for wag· 
ward Orono prodlgal.s. 
~ IYick Pearce and Ellen llall light the 
sacrificial Umber • 
.lt..lt.Puttlng their faith In Se.ssa 
Sala.s, Amanda Bear, IYick 
Pearce and Amy Gray try to get 
to the !JHm on time • 
.lt.Contlnulng their victory 
march, the field hockey team 
hlt.s the road to the !JHm. 
~ .lt.Jen Spaulding checks to .see 
If there are higher power.s at 
the rally. 
~The men'.s .soccer team exult.s 
In lt.s homecoming victory. 
~~llomecomlng headhunter 
Roger Collln.s check.s with 
Coach Lucy for hl.s next a.s.slgn· 
ment. 
34 
ORO !YO 
RED 
RIOTS 
HOMEBODIES 
PLAY 
~Marching towards the traditional fl· 
nale, lfomecomlng royalty !'tick 
Pearce and Ellen lfall are watched by 
their devoted subjects. 
~~With their usual show of spirit, 
the cheerleaders start the parade. 
~Row ~: Tonya LaChance, Janette 
Quinn 
Row 2: Dawn Bickford, Margaret lfal· 
lee, Jody Goodwin 
Row .J: Tara Main, Kim lfoward, 
Wendle Welch, Dawn Reese, Coach 
Ross 
~~The "Marching Amoeba" lnoades 
Orono. 
~ 
9 
8 
9 
Homecoming / 35 
~The home we come back to. 
~~ l"ald dedicate a Saturday afternoon to Riot football • 
._The football team proues they can walk on something 
other than turf. 
~ Sven Bonnlch5en. Bill Beutel. Amanda Bear. Mold Aberg. 
Jennie Thurlow. Mlrko Sulk. Matt Ross and Lars Carlson 
laugh at one last bonfire. 
&Ellen Hall bears her torch of fire • 
._&Oo Maryl Ool 
36 / Homt.wan! 
& The traditional symbol of homecoming burru 
In allll5 glory. 
~Alison Bayer gives a smile of approval a.s Sheila /Yazzaro watches the game. 
AA Riot dares anyone to try 
and gain entrance 
Contrary to the belief 
that once you've 
grabbed your diplo-
ma, you run, on a cer-
tain fall evening alum-
ni return as if lured by 
a strange supernatural 
pull, like the blue 
moon calls wolves. 
They come and stand 
on the sidewalks 
watching their succes-
sors walk through the 
streets, thinking back 
to the time when they 
too said, "What a 
waste! Why would any-
one come back to this 
place?" Then they am-
ble into the gym, 
where perhaps they 
haven't been since 
that day they muckled 
onto their diplomas. 
They listen to the jeers 
and cheers of the stu-
dents and compare 
this year's skits to 
their own. They hear 
the students say 'Tm 
not coming back!" and 
smile. 
&JYlck Pearce thinks back to hls plebe· 
ian days • 
.,.Ellen Hall strikes a queenly pose. 
Bound/ 37 
,.Using brute force. Simon Brodko powers his way for another first down. 
~With a wave of the omnipotent hand. Ethan Figueroa steps by the Minutemen. 
~~The senior members of the football team pose In uniform for their last hurrah. 
38 I Riot 
GRIDIRON 
~Struggling at the liuk of tackling John Denis, a Hampden 
defender loses his grip. 
~ ~The Orono defense tries to fight an Indian raid. 
0 
~This year's Riot football team consisted of more than fifty 
g players, most of them inexperienced, but full of talent. The final 
~record was 5-4, but that doesn't show how good the season 
~really was. The season looked dreary from the injury stand-
a point, but this Riot team prevailed. The season was full of fine 
~ games as well as a few costly let downs. Two thirds through the 
~season the only way to the playoffs, with a 3-3 record, was to 
Ci finish the season without a loss. The first two steps accom-
§ plished, the final step was a battle against rival Old Town. 
~Orono scored first with a field goal just before halftime. On the 
Cl final play of Orono's next drive, the ball was on Old Town 's four 
yard line on fourth down and one. The ball was fumbled twice, 
Old Town recovering. They scored with four minutes left, and 
again with one second left, to finish Orono's season with a 13-3 
loss. The entire team has these and other memories to look 
back on with pride. The team will also always remember a good 
friend and football player, Gabe Gallagher. 
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l' Gretchen Kall gets an angle on her opponent. 
l'l' Aggreslue Gretchen Kall knocks off another player. 
l'l'l'To the horror of her opponent, Ellen lfall gets a shot 
off. 
STICKIJYG IT 
~~Denying the Hall-Dale 
goalie her wish for peace, Ellen 
Hall and Karen Rosebush at-
tack the net. 
~Gretchen Kall checks to make 
sure her reach Is longer than 
her opponent's. Sara Gardner 
judges. 
The 1989 field hockey team 
ended its season with a 12-
4-1 record. They were East-
em Maine runners up for 
the third time in five years. 
The team was lead by cap-
tains Ellen Hall and Jen Pel-
leriti, who attended the Jun-
ior Olympics in August. In 
the post-season, juniors 
Becca Allen and Kristin 
Veeder made second team 
PVC, Ellen Hall and Jen Pel-
leriti made first team PVC 
and All-State. Kristin 
Veeder, Ellen Hall and Jen 
Pelletiti made the Maine 
Sunday Telegram first 
team. Also Jen Pelleriti 
made the Penn Monto All-
American team. The season 
was heightened by certain 
memories: Karen's stories 
and on field acrobatics, the 
Night Stalking Secret 
Psychers' Society, getting 
robbed by the officials 
against Old Town, Hayley's 
unbelievable Dover game, 
"Ooga Ah", the gun-
slingers, Ellen and Cow's 
football games, "You're aw-
some Orono", and one im-
portant question . . . "Who 
did it, Karen or Cow?" 
& ~~Kristin Veeder stretches as 
she and Beth Genco make the 
save. 
~Ellen Hall takes the ball down 
field In a burst of speed. 
~~Dodle Soucler swings with 
an Invisible partner between 
haloes. 
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~Sacrificing his hairstyle. Lars Carlson heads the ball. 
•outstrldlng the nampden attacker. Scott nume keys in on 
the ball. 
•• Soccer. karate. and sign language. some of Dylan 
Farnum •s hobbles. 
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Photos courtesy Orono-Old Town Times 
Photo courtesy Bangor Dally News 
'Y Field General Jon Hume clears the ball out of the Orono defensive end. 
'Y'Y Matt Ross and Mirko Sulk prepare to make a Brewer sandwich. 
Photo courtesy Orono-Old Town Times 
This year the Orono boys' soccer team de-
cided it wasn't satisfied with the previous tra-
dition of losing three games to every win. This 
desire was present from the first practice to 
the Eastern Maine finals. The Riots were led to 
a 12-2-3 season by veteran head coach Larry 
Berthiaume and four captains, including the 
notorious founder of "creative up-downs." 
This year's team made hard work and cre-
ative team play the ingredients for The Big 
Enchilada. Their hopes ended with a 4-0 loss 
to Ellsworth, but they are keeping their eyes 
focused on the future. A new tradition has 
begun. 
•showing off the Swedish style of play, Mons 
Aberg practices synchronized soccer. 
'Y Final farewell to a fine season. 
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.&.& The C1irl'5 50ccer team doe5 the can can for 
the United Wag • 
.&Se5Y Sala5 demon5trate5 her ability to leo· 
itate the ball with her foot to the amazement 
of Sherry AbbotL 
.,.. Yall5ing for a moment to recall old ballet 
le5son5, Hilary Rog addresses the ball. 
44 I Giru' 
Photo courtesy Bangor Dally News 
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A-Jennie Thurlow slips b!J the defense for a shot on 
goal. 
SIII!YOBEE 
The girls' varsity soccer team had their best season yet. They 
won in the quarter final round of the tournament against 
Dexter 5-2. They lost to MCl in a heart breaking semifinal 
game 1-0. The unity of the team emerged during the season, 
showing in their skill. Some of the special moments of the 
season included the " fun Fridays" that Coach Cid Dyjak 
creatively put together; Stephanie Ford's first goal ever; the 
team consumption of the great oak leaf, and the whole 
soccer experience. Six players were selected to All-Star 
teams. Lori Young made the PVC All-Star first team, and 
Sessa Salas and Penny Moquin made the second team. 
Sherry Abbott made the PVC All-Star team and the All-
Eastern Class B team. Jennie Thurlow was PVC first team, All-
Eastern Class B, and All-New England first team. ttilary Roy 
was first team PVC, All-Eastern Class B, All-New England first 
team and All-American first team. 
~Stephanie "the foot" Ford finishes on one of her four penalty 
shots. 
~Chris Clukey. the team orator. questions another call by Pedro. 
•~Jennie Thurlow and Hilary Roy are caught In a rare moment on 
the sideline. 
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Having a less than wonderful record this 
year, the 1989 Golf team stayed in good 
spirits. Junior Andrew Cyr, known as the 
number one golfer on the team, shared his 
captain duties with senior John Jordan. 
The other senior, Ryan Elsemore added 
color and a touch of humor to the team. 
Juniors Matt Perry, Steve Page and Jeff 
Jacobs were the team's mainstays. Matt 
Perry, by working out a major slice, ended 
up with a straight stroke. Steve Page stayed 
constant throughout the season although 
Jeff Jacobs had a less than perfect year. 
The lone sophomore, Mike Simmons, was 
a surprise asset to the team. With a few 
more years experience, he could become a 
terriffic golfer. Overall, the '89 golf team 
had a good season. Everyone learned 
somehing thanks to coach Paul Bessey, 
who kept the team together and provided a 
knowledgable source of advice . 
.,.Andrew Cyr hexes his opponent's putt. 
TDisplaylng the perfect grip. Ryan Elsemore 
prepares to execute his drive. 
46 I Golf 
TEED OFF 
...... The Orono cross country team ex-
ecutes another flying start. 
.._Gaining on his Bangor opponent, 
Chris Ruge nears the finish. 
The men's cross country team ended its sea-
son with its best record in years. The standing 
after the final meet was first in the PVC with 50 
wins and 15 losses, second in the MDI in-
vitationaL second in the regionals and tied for 
fifth in the states. Not only did the team do 
well as a whole, but also, their individual 
performances were excellent. Three mem-
bers were named to the all PVC teams: Matt 
Sucec, first team; Ryan White, second team; 
Ernie Mudgett, honorable mention. Even the 
coach was recognized this year as PVC coach 
of the year. Spontaneous comedy was mixed 
in with the serious running. Women falling all 
over Ernie Mudgett begged to have his chil-
dren on the bus ride to the regionals. Big 
Dave brought the library earphones and cam-
eo bandana and fell asleep. Terry O'Neal tried 
to impress women with his Southern accent. 
All things considered, it was a great season 
and will be remembered fondly . 
& STAMPEDI!YU 
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HIDDEN 
£ Sliowi119 fan support, the Bean twins at their 6e.st. DRIVES 
48 /Winter 
~ Fi9ftting tfte .fiddhouse 6fue.s, Matt Suac cruises tfte two 
mife run. 
.& Showif19 peife.ct fonn, Stephanie Tyrreff prepares for 
to.kroff. 
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WI lYTER 
A .... FRESHMAIY BASKETBALL: Man· 
ager Bill Perkins , Jeff Par· 
ker,Keoin Robbins , Ethan 
Wardwell, Ryan Tie, Matt Myers, 
Jeff ShoreUe, Keoin Barker, Lucas 
Stinson, !Yat Ford, Coach Ciary 
Cionyar 
.... WOMEIY'S J V BASKETBALL: Beth 
Halteman, Julie Cameron, Dawn 
Ciagnon. Leanne Warner, Jennifer 
Baird, Coach Paul Bessey, Jessica 
Wood, Jennifer Tyler, Jennifer 
Smith, Jennifer Doherty, Jody Ed· 
dy 
.... WOMEIY 'S VARSITY 
BASKETBALL: Head 
Coach Steoe Ciardner, 
JV Coach Paul Bessey 
(Row ~) Jocie Badger, 
llayley Martin, Sara 
Ciardner, Sessa Salas, 
Ellen llall, Jennifer 
Pellett, Sherry Abbott, 
Marcia Therrien, Laura 
Hoooler, Amber 
Ciagnon. Lori Young, 
Jennifer Thurlow, Jen· 
nifer Pellerlti, Manag· 
er Leslie Zane 
A ME!Y'S JV BASKETBALL: (Row ~) B. J. 
Hughes, Paul Deooe, Joey Ouellette, Cireg 
Brown (Row 2) Andy Willette, Mark Seo· 
erance. Louie Thompson, Coach Daoid 
Paul 
CAST 
"f Dylan Farnum searches out another 
victim. 
A ICE HOCKEY: (Row ~) Josh Schertl. l'lfate Qan.oood. 
Pete Lombardo. John Lancaster. WlUie Houston (Row 
2)Coach Qreg Stone. Danny Wagner. Chris Be,Yamln. 
Peter Eoerett. Andrew Bayer. Justin Jamison. Mitch 
Stone (Row :J) Coach Larry Berthiaume. /'lflck Pearce. 
Chris Halsted. Jay Harris. Dylan Farnum. Brett Hale. 
Coach Russ Quaglia (Dr. Death) 
<Ill MEI'If'S SWIM TMM: Coach Qary Therriault. Ben 
Dane. Justin Deri. Theron Patterson. Jeff Jacobs. Sean 
Dougherty 
<Ill WOME/'If'S SWIM TMM: (Row ~) Amy 
Yerxa. Maureen White. Holly St. 
Qermaln. Kate Perry. Andrea Pearce. Er· 
In Monberg. Leah Tysse (Row 2) Ass't 
Coach Pete Qoulet. Kate Poulsen. Angle 
l'lfevells. Llza Marzilli. Casey Watts. 
Stephanie Ford. Tanya Moore. Rlcld 
Jaeckel. Krlstl Locke. Stephanie Tyrrell. 
Coach Qary Therriault 
<Ill <Ill ME/'If'S VARSITY BASKETBALL: (Row 
~) Joe Cota. Mark Smith. Jon Hume. 
Chad Eddy. Jamie Beaudoin. Chris 
Cameron (Row 2) Daoe Best. Jay Vetel· 
llno. Scott Ismail. Andy Qaleatl. Rob 
Yerxa. Charlie Poole 
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With just seven members, not much was expected of the 
Orono Girls' Indoor Track team. Although unable to cover 
all the events, the high quality of the Riots in the sprinting 
and jumping competitions earned them a seventh place 
finish at the state meet and much respect from their 
opponents. t1ilary Roy became the leader of Riot sprinters 
as the top performer in the 60 and 300 yd. dashes and the 
relay. She was joined by Lynn Curtis and Katrina Opitz in 
the 60 who were strong relay links, along with Kristin 
Veeder and Carrie Brown. Brown, along with Becky 
O'Leary, spread the Riot influence by competing in the 300 
and 600 yd. runs. Sarah Opitz led the jumping events, 
becoming the state long jump champion and triple jump 
runner up. Karen Rosebush improved steadily in the high 
jump where she won fourth place at the state meet. 
Athlete of the Month, Bill Beutel, became one of the top hurdlers 
in the league. ~ 
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.& WOMEIY'S TRACK: (Row ~) Becky O'Leary, Sarah .& Attempting to sit on the bar, high jumper Ka· 
Opitz, Karen Rosebush (Row 2) Coach Bill Meehan, ren Rosebush loses her balance. 
Carrie Brown, Hilary Roy, Lynn Curtis, Katrina Opitz 
<Ill St.te clulmplon long}umper, Sarah Opitz pu~ aU her effom 
Into lht. jump. 
~ Sprinter .Katrina Opitz leaves the field 
behind. 
~ Running the 300, Scott nume powers 
the comer. 
A MEIY'S TRACK: (Row ~} Chris Rouge, Micky Davidson, Sundance CampeU, Terry 0'/Yeal, Aubrey 
Ingraham, Jeff Walker, Mike Inman, l"lnn Riley (Row 2} David Brewer, Sean Currier, Mans Aberg, Scott 
nume, Kyle Churchill. Ryan White, Andrew Cyr. Bryan neath (Row .J} Coach Joe Gallant, Matt Ross, Bill 
Beutel, Matt Sucec, Steve Page, Travis Taylor, Mirko Sulk, Matt Perry 
Too 1 53 
TAKE 
It is almost impossible not to call 
Coach Joe Gallant an optimist. 
With nearly .30 members in the 
squad, Gallant believed he had 
the talent and the depth to win 
the Eastern Maine and Class B 
State titles. Senior tri-captains 
Matt Ross, Bill Beutel, and Dave 
Brewer led the way in a variety of 
events. The Riots amazed both 
themselves and Coach Gallant 
by racking up 22 wins on the reg-
ular season and the Eastern 
Maine Championship. The State 
Chapionship was the only goal 
left to be reached, but a tough 
team from Scarborough got in 
the way and handed the Riots a 
runner-up plaque. Bill Beutel 
turned in the season of his ca-
reer, with dominance in the triple 
jump, the hurdles, and the 600 
yd. run. Ross honed his skills in 
the high jump, 1000 yd. run, and 
the mile. 
JJ.. Mirko Sulk is confident, secure. 
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.,.. Distance specialist, Matt Ross 
cruises to another strong finish. 
A Terry O'!Yeal keeps pace with 
track captain Bill Beutel. 
IT IIY STRIDE 
<Ill Matt Perry looks for solid ground underneath as he clears the bar. 
~ ~ Junior hurdler Kyle Churchill eyes the finish line. 
~ Swedish pole vaulter. Mans Aberg experiments In welghUessness. 
U!YITY 
~ Jen Thurlow prepares to shoot. 
.,. Marcia Therrien and 
Sessa Salas scrap for the 
rebound • 
.,. .,. Pump faking. Lori 
Young takes the ball to 
the hole for two. 
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~ Senior standout Ellen nail drives the lane. 
----
A Jen Pellett awaits the pass from teammate Hayley Martin. 
With a team-minded attitude, the 
Riots rolled to a 1.3-5 mark on the 
regular season and earned their 
fifth straight tournament berth. El-
len Nail, Jennie Thurlow, and Sessa 
Salas, had fabulous performances 
in the post-season, but were beaten 
in the semi-finals by a taller 
Noulton team. Juniors Lori Young, 
Sherry Abbott, and Jen Pelleriti, 
and sophomores Marcia Therrien 
and Sara Gardner also looked 
sharp for the Riots . 
..,. Sherry Abbott power dribbles her 
way for two. 
T Skying high. Jen Thurlow puts up the 
jumper. 
T ..,. Center Sherry Abbott finds her 
home In the paint. 
Having gained new found support 
from their fans and faculty, the 
1989-90 Riot boys' team returned 
to the glory of past days. Dazzling 
the crowds with a fast paced of-
fense and fabulous shooting touch. 
The Riots posted their first winning 
season in eight years, with a 15 -
3 record. Entering the tournaments 
ranked second, the Riots were beat-
en by the hard play of Ellsworth. 
The starting five members: Scott Is-
mail, Jamie Beaudoin , Chris 
Cameron, Mark Smith, and Jay 
Vetelino added to the Riot chem-
istry. Each of the five starters added 
a 20 point individual game during 
the regular season. Many of the jun-
iors and sophomores believe they 
can continue their success for 
years to come. Going into their next 
season, the Orono boys' team's 
only loss to graduation will be Chris 
Cameron. Looking strong with jun-
iors Scott Ismail, Jon Nume, Rob 
Yerxa, Mark Smith, and Joe Cota 
and returning sophomores Jay 
Vetelino, Andy Galeati and Jamie 
Beaudoin. The Riots are expecting 
another successful season . 
..,. Aggressive defender Jamie 
Beaudoin swoops In on tbe Hawks. 
~ Alone on tbe boards Scott Ismail 
skies for two. 
~ ..,. Jamie Beaudoin looks for tbe 
open man. 
TilE IIOUSE OF FIRE 
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~ Taking on two Eagles, John nume attempts the lay up. 
• With one in the lane, Jamie Beaudoin drives the lane. 
Photo courtesy SportsWeek 
Photo courtesy SportsWeek Photo courtesy SportsWeek Photo courtesy SportsWeek 
• • Flying Riot, Chris Cameron soars alone. 
• Showing his moves, Jamie Beaudoin duclcs the defender. 
• ..,.. Over an Eagle, Jamie Beaudoin shoots a high jumper. 
• ..,.. ..,.. With a tall obstacle, Chris Cameron makes two. 
MAKE A SPLASII 
The girls' swim team was young and inexperienced, six veterans returning. 
Expectations were low and Coach Gary Therriault anticipated a rebuilding 
season. All this was forgotten when a group of energetic and talented 
underclassmen showed their stuff. There were some intensive " puke sets", 
violent water polo games, and plenty of food. The season wound down with a 
strong showing at the PVC championships, where, despite the measles, 
there were several great performances. 
The Orono boys' swim team started out with only six dedicated members. 
With Co-Captains Theron Patterson and Sean Dougherty, there was always 
time for goofing off between sets. Because of the size, the team was like a 
family. The death of Mike Nickels was an especially difficult event for the 
team because he was so close to everyone. We miss him. There was never a 
practice or meet when he wasn't on our minds. We will always remember 
him and the memories he left with us - his bouncy smile, creative swim-
ming style, and most of aiL his enthusiasm and encouragement for all of us. 
This season was dedicated to the memory of Mike Nickels . 
.,. A Justin Derl perfects his starting technique • 
.,. Jeff Jacobs shows off his swimming body • 
.,. .,. Captain Theron Patterson wants you to come and support the 
swim team. 
T .,. Orono swimmers listen solemnly as Coach Therriault gives 
another pep talk. 
T Ben Dane prays for an Inspiring swim. 
60 j Swimmin9 
IJJ> Sean Dougherty executes another perfect dive on his way to 
winning the PVC title. 
T T T Expert backstroker Ben Dane takes some time to goof off for 
the photographer. 
T Orono 's swimming studs play It up for the camera. 
FREE 
.,. Displaying his usual energy, Peter EvereU dives for a loose 
puck. 
• Offensive force, Dylan Farnum chalks up another goal. 
A 1UJo more and we've 
got the record/ 
"" .,. Defenseman Chris 
Halsted "hammers" 
another opponent. 
"" Dylan Farnum, Mitch 
Stone, and IYick Pearce 
stick together through 
a tough game. 
62 j Ice. Hockey 
Photo courtesy Orono-Old Town Times 
Photo courtesy Orono-Old Town Times 
Photo courtesy Orono-Old Town 1lmes 
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FALLI!YG 
In early November, The Orono Riots' hockey team 
started out with only a handful of newcomers. 
Although this lack of manpower predicted a bleak 
future, the Riots worked hard and put together a 
12-6 regular season record, finishing third in East-
{ m Maine class B. The team often had to rotate 
eight or nine seniors against opponents' three full 
lines. The Riots, led by seniors Dylan Farnum, Nick 
Pearce, and Co-Captains Jay Harris and Brett Hale, 
got to know the penalty box very well, while turning 
in some record setting performances. A small, but 
highly skilled club, the Orono team entered the 
semi-finals in top condition. 
T ..,. rUck. Fearce and Cbrls Bel\)amln celebrate an Orono 
goal. 
T T l'llck. Fearce works In tbe trenches against Bangor. 
T T ..,. Wltb unparalleled agility, captain Jay Harris ma· 
neuvers around a defender. 
T Orono's second leading all time scorer and tape bog, 
Brett Hale prepares to attack.. 
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CURVES AHEAD 
A Atwtfter sfupfess ni9ftt for Sf1effey Tyrref!, Rll9an £!Senwre, 
Kathy A66ott atu! Amy Torrey. 
A Sarah Motmtrostfe 9rooms her ofrfer 6rother PauL's curls. 
~ Wi.lfow Wetftem!! attempts to taR£ the vow of sifenre. 
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"' Jason Towns experiments in the ways of the foul. 
GIRLS' SOCCER: (Row 1) 
Ragan Elsemore, Elizabeth 
Levy, Jessica Crossman, 
Michelle Butler, Jennie Wl-
odarski 
(Row 2) Coach Chris 
Deshance, Faye Woodcock, 
Ally Dougherty, Chris Hall, 
Amy Garland, Kate Hackett, 
Lani Campbell, Abby Curtis 
BOYS' SOCCER: (Row 1) 
Matt Beaudoin, Jonathan 
Robichaud 
(Row 2) Darryl Blease, 
Ethan Hall, Jon Kill, Chris 
Furbish, Marc Halsted, Tim 
Holmberg, Aaron Rittal, 
Tom Miller, Kippy Towns 
(Row 3) Houston Cady, Clay 
Enos, Jeff Brazee, Charles 
Hite, Nate Ballard, Vincent 
Marzilli, Jonas Carlson, 
Greg Markowsky, Chris 
Murdoch, Matt Westhaven, 
Coach Chris Roy 
Spring & I 66 
SPORTS 
"' Soccer players have a last fling before sundown. 
FAJYCIES 
GIRLS' SOFTBALL: (Row 1) Melissa 
Ketchen, Jen Bragg, Jody Eddy, Jen-
ny Smith, Shelly Tyrrell, Dawn 
Gagnon 
(Row 2) Melanie Tremblay, Amy Ol-
iver, Jessica Wood, Amy Garland, 
Ragan Elsemore, Coach Dan Chap-
man 
TRACK: (Row 1) Leah Tysse, Erin 
Monberg, Carrie Brown 
(Row 2) Amy Torrey, Andrea 
Pearce, Dana Ventura, Kate Per-
ry, Monica Puri, Michelle Butler 
(Row 3) Amy Wlodarski, Laura 
l1oovler, Ryan Tie, Scott Day, 
Vince Marzilli, Josh Schaertl, 
John Lancaster, Coach Brian 
Gallant 
(Row 4) Darryl Blease, Nate 
Garwood, Tim l1olmberg, Ben 
Anderson, Alec Brainerd 
BOYS' BASEBALL: (Row 1) Matt 
l1erbert, Alex Shields, Jeff 
Shorette, Chris Benjamin, Jason 
Towns, Jason Crossman, Shane 
Tyrrell, Shahram Tadayyon, Matt 
Westhoven, Issac Dupere (Row 
2) Coach Gary Lewia, Drew Cota, 
Sean Murphy, Nat Ford, Zac Pel-
leriti, Nate l1obgood-Chittick, 
Ethan Wardwell, Ernie Mudgett 
(Row 3) Marc l1alsted, Greg 
Markowsky, Charlie l1ite, Adam 
l1asey, Andy l1akola, Coach Tim 
Dexter, Coach Gary Gonyar 
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BABY 
.,. Coach McLean's vocal wisdom 
inspires a past junior high team . 
.,. David Mountcastle powers 
through the line . 
.,. .,. Kathy Abbott and Ragan El· 
semore take a break from practice 
to demonstrate their friendship . 
... JR.HIGH FIELD HOCKEY: (Row 1) 
Melissa Phillips, Melissa Harriman, 
Shelley Tyrrell, Kellie Locke, Amy Tor· 
rey, Melissa Ketchen 
(Row 2) Jennifer Roberts, Amy Taylor, 
Kristin Nelson, Amy Oliver, Willow 
Wetherall , Keisha Kohler, Laurie Rob· 
erts 
(Row J) Carolyn Lucia, Melanie Trem· 
blay, Kathy Abbott, Kate Hackett, 
Cami Carter, Coach Jeannie Matava 
... JR, HIGH FOOTBALL: (Row 1) Jeff 
MacDonald, Eric Junkins, Shane Tyr· 
rell, Zach PelleritL Buddy Webb, Paul 
Mountcastle, Chris Thurlow, Mike 
White, Aaron Asimakopoulos 
(Row 2) David Mountcastle , Matt 
Nevells, Fred Robbins, Isaac Dupere, 
Tony Staffiere, Sean Schilmoeller 
(Row J) Coach Tim McCluskey, Karl 
Kill , Richard Harriman, Shahram 
Tadayyon, Reggie Glidden, Buster 
Clark, Robbie Sinclair, Matt Cham· 
bers, Coach Gary Gonyar 
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BALLS 
T GIRLS' 'A ' BASKETBALL: (Row 1 )Faye Woodcock, Amy Cota. Shelly Tyr-
rell. Kelli Locke. Michelle Butler, Kate Hackett 
(Row 2) Amy Taylor. Ragan Elscmorc, Allyson Dougherty, Kathy Abbott . 
Melanic Tremblay. Amy Garland 
(Back) Manager Amy Torrey. Coach Sandy Gerard 
GIRLS' 'B' BASKETBALL: (Row 1) Claire Buntebah. Kristen 
Nelson. Jessica Crossman. Melissa Ketchen . Jennifer Rob-
erts. Cami Carter 
(Row 2) Carolyn Lucia . Amy Oliver. Lani Campbell. Annie 
Jaeckel. Laurie Roberts. Keisha Kohler. Brooke Monberg 
A BOYS' 'A' BASKETBALL: Coach Dan Chapman, Isaac 
Dupere. Zack Pelleritl , Jonas Carlson, Vincent Marzilli, 
Charles Hlte. Nate Ballard. Hassan Saada, Richard Harri-
man. Marc Halsted. Mike White. Manager Theo Alpert 
• BOYS' 'B' BASKETBALL: Paul Mountcastle, Evan Stinson, 
Chris Thurlow. Houston Cady 
(Back) Matt Chambers, Clay Enos, Matt Beaudoin, David 
Mountcastle. Coach Tim McCluskey 
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..,. Joan Pelletier 
Special Education 
l' A famous Orono alum? 
A Anarchy reigns after the Halloween Hop. 
l' The cast of Qoldilocks takes another curtain call. 
l' .,. Auditioning for a Doublemint ad, Jen and Laurie Rob· 
erts flirt with !Vate Ballard and Marc Halsted. 
SPECIAL 
A A JR. HI MATH Tt'AM: (Front) Matt Beaudoin, Chris 
Furbish, Brooke Monberg (Row 1_) Sarah !Vewcomb, 
Keisha Kohler, Lauri Roberts, Jen Roberts, Kathy Abbott, 
Ben Anderson, Liz Thompson (Row 2) Chris Murdoch, 
David Mountcastle, Shelly Tyrrell , Tim Holmberg, 
Shahram Tadayyon, Qreg Markowsky, Hassan Saada 
A JR. HI STUDEIVT COUIVCIL: (Row~) Jenni Wlodarski, Jen 
Roberts, Laurie Roberts, Marc Halsted, Paul Mountcastle, 
Sarah !Vewcomb (Row 2) Amy Oliver, David Mountcastle, 
Shelly Tyrrell, Matt Westhaven, Jonas Carlson, Amy Tor· 
rey 
SERVICES 
Carolee l"'ountcastle 
Guidance Counselor 
A ~JR. HI ORCHESTRA: (Row 1) Clay Enos, 
Jennifer Wlodarski, Hassan Saada , Liz 
Thompson 
(Row2) Elizabeth Levy, Abigail Curtis, Claire 
Buntenbah, Cami Carter, Jonathan Jamis· 
on, Kathy Abbott Jeff Brazee, Jonas Carlson 
~ JR. HI BAND: (Row 1) Kim Brown, Paul 
Mountcastle, Laurie Roberts, Jen Roberts, 
Andrea Cyr, Faye Woodcock, Shelly Tyrrell , 
Tim Holmberg, Ben Anderson, Lani Camp-
bell 
(Row 2) Aaron Rittal, Katie Hackett Missy 
Phillips, Matt Beaudoin, Michelle Butler, Dar-
ryl Blease, Tom Miller, David Mountcastle, 
Jason Williams 
(Row .3) Matt Hakola, Greg Markowsky, Steve 
Lancaster, Scott Day, Charlie Hite, Mark 
Mumme, Housta Cady, Matt Thomas, Kris 
Nelson, Brooke Monberg 
~JR. HI CHORUS: (Front) Liz Thompson 
(Row 1) Laurie Roberts, Jen Roberts, Jessica 
Crossman, Beth Plissey, Elizabeth Levy, 
Keisha Kohler, Brooke Monberg, Katie Hack-
ett 
(Row 2) Michelle Butler, Carrie Polyot Missy 
Phillips, Sarah Newcomb, Chris Hall, Cami 
Carter, Amy Cota, Ben Anderson, Amy Tor-
rey, Kim Brown 
(Row .3) Jenni Wlodarski, Faye Woodcock, 
Allyson Dougherty, Danielle DeTour, Mat-
thew Schilmoeller, Kelli Locke, Shelly Tyr-
rell, Ragan Elsemore, Ethan Hall , David 
Mountcastle, Paul Mountcastle, Melissa 
Ketchen 
(Row 4) Jenna Gettleman, Jen Bragg, Willow 
Wetherall , Matt Thomas, Hassan Saada, Lu-
cas Salvage, Jeff Brazee, Kathy Abbott, Me-
lanie Tremblay , Abigail Curtis , Ellen 
Ewankow, Terry Henry 
Jr. High 71 
7th 
IIEAVE!Y 
..,. 7 A: (Row 1) John Burns, Lani 
Campbell, Becky Bickford, Laurie 
Roberts, Annie Jaekel 
(Row 2) David Mountcastle, Jon 
Robichaud, Matt Nevells, Zeth 
Lundy, Aaron Asimopoulos, Clay 
Enos 
(Row 3) Mike White, Chris Furbish, 
Evan Stinson, Aaron Rittal, Jason 
Williams 
(Missing) Matt Beaudoin, Keith 
Flood,Chris Murdoch, Fred Robbins 
..,. 7B: (Row 1) Elizabeth Levy, 
Shield Bonnichsen, Sean Belanger, 
Ethan Hall, Houston Cady 
(Row 2) Tom Miller, Lucas Salvage, 
Frank Lombardo, Elisha Hartt, Sa-
rah Newcomb 
(Row 3) Brooke Monberg, Jennifer 
Roberts, Andrea Cyr, Keisha Koh-
ler, Carolyn Lucia, Amy Taylor 
(Missing) Tracie Ahearn, Holly 
Holmes, Erica Randall, Jon 
Robichaud 
..,. 7C: (Row 1) Ailene Chapman, 
Matt Schilmoeller, Kelli Locke, Amy 
Cota, Christina Pike, Missy Phillips, 
Melissa Harriman 
(Row 2) Rhett Yeakley, Lee Zol-
litsch, Chris Thurlow, Paul Mount-
castle, Jennifer Wlodarski, Cami 
Carter, Jessica Crossman 
(Row 3) Chris Murdoch, Jeff Mac-
Donald, Matt Chambers, Matt 
Beaudoin, Jeff Brazee, Jon (JJ) 
Jamison 
(Missing) April Keenan, Chris 
Towns 
7th GT!Uk I 72 
.,.. Shield Bonnichsen patienUg awaits the dag 
his brother Sven departs for college • 
..- Becky Bickford comtemplates her work of 
art • 
..- Whose house are we at? Bg the wag, who 
are these people? 
..-..-There's onlg one bathroom? 
STAFF 
.,.. Docile Jr. nigh '.s open their books and get to work • 
.A. Secretary Paula Corson 
and Special Ed. teacher 
Joan Pelletier discuss the 
latest achievements of 
the .superintendent's of· 
flee • 
.,.. Sally Flanagan takes a 
moment off from her 
Aide's duties • 
.,.. .,.. Aide Yovanne Steven· 
.son relaxes In her envl· 
ronment • 
.,.. .,.. .,.. An early practice 
for graduation. 
French 
Cathy Cahill 
English 
Alma Otto 
Mathematics 
Dan Chapman 
/ / 
? / 
.A. Jon Robichaud In 
thought. 
OF LIFE 
Social Science 
Brian Qallant 
.,.. Mr. Berthiaume catches 
Mike White red handed • 
.A. Shane Tyrrell and Jessica Cross· 
man ptay "cute couple." 
.,.. A trio of happy campers, Cammi 
Carter, Keli Locke and Jennifer Rob· 
erts, can't wait for the big pow wow. 
T Jon Kill deviously grins as he 
ptans to bomb the school. 
Science 
Martha Blume 7tli 1 75 
STEPPIJYG 
BC (Row 1) Melanie Tremblay. Amy Torrey. Kathy 
Abbott. Marc Halsted, Greg Markowsky 
(Row 2) Claire Buntenbah, Kristin Nelson. Kim 
Brown, Allyson Dougherty, Matt Hakola , Matt 
Thomas 
(Row J) Karl Kill , Shane Tyrrell, Chris Hall, Danielle 
Detour. Hassan Saada, Steve Lancaster 
(Missing) Richard Harriman, Eric Junkins. Nathan 
Ballard 
8B (Row 1) Robbie Sinclair, Isaac Dupere, Wil-
low Wetherall , Ellen Ewankow, Katie Hackett. 
Kris Simpson 
(Row 2) Andy Turner. Amy Garland, Shelly Tyr-
rell. Missy Ketchen , Michelle Butler, Amy Oliver 
(Row 3) Rhetts Yeakley. Tim Homberg, Alex 
Shields. Zac Pelleriti. Scott Day 
(Missing) Buster Clark 
8A (Row 1) Kerry Polyot. Jenna Gettleman, Ben 
Anderson, Theo Alpert. Matt Herbert 
(Row 2) Faye Woodcock, Jen Bragg. Abby Cur-
tis, Liz Thompson 
(Row 3) Shahram Tadayyon. Charlie Hite, Matt 
Westhoven. Vincent Marzilli. Jonas Carlson. 
Darryl Blease 
(Missing) Jamie Crowe, Ragan Elsmore. Oliver 
Smekal 
sth 1 76 
UP 
..,. Just another day with crazy teens Shelly 
Tyrrell. and Ragan fJsemore 
• Melanie "Miss Reine '87" Tremblay pos· 
es for the camera while chatting with Ted 
Koppel for IYBC's !Yightline 
A Tangled in friendship. Alex Shields. Zac Pel· 
lerUi. Matt Hakala, and Jonas Carlson attempt 
to strangle each other 
..,. !Yina Qranze. Willow Wetherall, l(ate nack· 
ett. Liz Thomspon. Abby Curtis. and Jenna 
Qettleman share third grade life together. 
Grrufe j 77 
~994 
.,.. Ellen Ewankow shows off her exuberance. 
A Dog, cat, rug? What Is that 
thing, Shane? 
A .,.. Jonas Carlson (Jec) gets 
stuck between Vinny J'lfarzllll 
and Freddie Kruger. 
A .,.. .,.. It's pumpkin pie city for 
Froggle and Melanie Tremblay • 
.,.. A gypsy, a cleaning witch, 
and Fred the fisherman mingle 
at the Halloween dance • 
.,.. .,.. Beam me up Scotty: there's 
know lntel<Ylnt life down here. 
sth 1 7s 
A Abby Curtis "smiles" at the pho· 
tographer. 
Science 
David Dow 
Social Science 
Myrna Bates 
Mathematics 
Uary Uonyar 
English 
Lissa McDonald 
8th Grade 
Expectations 
Big Mouth: Kathy Abbott, Vinny Marzilli 
Most Creative: Ellen Ewankow, Nate Ballard 
Best Dressed: Amy Torrey, Jonas Carlson 
Most Athletic: Shelly Tyrrell, Zac Pelleriti 
Most Likely to Succeed: Liz Thompson, Ben 
Anderson 
..,. "HI, big boy I" Tim Holmberg -you sexy thing you. 
T A/fer too many visions of drumming sugar plums, Wil· 
low Wetherall has Indigestion. 
.&. "Like my doUy?" Amy Garland ques-
tions anxiously. 
Gnu!e I 79 
T NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY:(Previous rrt£m6ers) (Row 1) Lars CarL~or1, N1ck 
Pearce, Dyfan famum, Sven BonnicfL~en, Amy Gray, Ka~a Sufet.d{i, Betft Genco, Jean 
Wftitrt£y 
(Jrufuctees) (Row 2) Hifary fo~er, Gretchen Kat[, Bewt Affen, Annette Tcac{wut, Kerufm 
Warner, Arfcrt£ Teac{wut, Step(wnie Tym[, Saraft Opiu, Matt Sucec, Matt Perry 
(Row 3) Cftri..<; Hafstea, Matt Ross, S(t£C6y Spaufrti119, Ben King, Bryan Hcntft, Ryan 
Efsemore, Bi[ St. Gennnin 
T T(t£ spire of tft£ Cliurcft of Universaf feffowsliip 
91UU'S tlie sky. 
MULTIPLE 
Academics / 80 
T Comporit19 componiorL,, Bc11l Genco atuf Betf1 Routuf rufverti.'c tfte Senior PCay. 
LANES 
HRjFACjACT I 81 
FROSII 
.A. (l)Becky O'Leary. Sean Murphy (2)Traci Miller. Jan-
ice Merchant. Sagun Pendse. Aaron Pyle, James Mc-
Bride. Jason Norris (.3)Michele Morris. Amy Newcomb, 
Matt Myers. Jeff Parker. Keith Prescott 
.A. (l)Steve Goodell. Carl Huffman. Isreal Grant. Alan 
Lucier (2)Benjamin Garthwait, Matt Harrison, Chris 
Honey. Will Houston, Peter Lombardo (.3)Jason Lilly, 
Chari Kirkpatrick. Jennifer Herlan. Tara Main, Adam 
Hasey. John King 
.A. (l)Laurie Slater, Stephanie Kaehler. Terra Robin-
son (2)Shelby Richards, Jenny Smith, Jessica Wood. 
Josh Schaertl. Dawn Reese (.3)Kevin Robbins. Ryan 
Tie. Ethan Wardwell , Jeff Shorette. Shawn Roy 
82 / Freshmen 
..,. ..,. Mrs. McDonald and 
Jessica Wood gioe in to a 
smile as Dana Ventura 
sticks a pen into her 
thumb in order to fight 
one • 
..,. Terry 0 '!Yea I accom· 
plishes a superb jump 
but notices that they for· 
got to set up the Port·a· 
Pit. 
T Checking the chemis· 
try of the soil, Josh 
Schaertl awaits his next 
Physical Science order . 
..,. Chris Be'l}amin replies "Yeah, rightl" when Jeff Shorette claims to have 
seen an apparition enter the room . 
..,. ..,. Andrea Pearce attempts to play her violin like a ukulele as Kate Perry 
giggles at such ridiculousness. 
A ..,. ..,. Erin Monberg tries to stare down Mr. Thomas during an orchestra 
rehearsal. 
A ..,. Janice Merchant shines for the camera. 
YOUIYGER DAZE 
Cfass j 83 
.& ( 1) Kelly Gagne , Kelly Clisham , Odin Dwyer 
(2 )Jennifer Eldridge, Jen Doherty, Wendy Dowse, 
Nicole Adams. Kent Commeau. Kevin Barker (3)Nat 
Ford. Jason Crossman. Chris Benjamin, Drew Cota. 
John Doyle. Eric Dewley, Alec Brainerd, Chris Allen 
.& Freshman Officers: Ethan Wardwell, Segun 
Pendse. Aubrey Ingraham, and Erin Monberg 
Being a freshman isn't all that different 
from junior high, but the classes and ac-
tivities are much better, and sports are 
more competitive. We're looking forward to 
moving into the upper grades and varsity 
sports. We look forward to broadening our 
horizons and preparing for a profession. 
Friends and field trips made the year mem-
orable. It's been a great year. 
84 / Fresliman 
.& Aubrey Ingraham eyes a masterpiece. 
.& .& Kent Commeau: once a dude, always a dude • 
.& .& ~ A younger Kent Commeau and Steve Qoodell exchange 
conversation and pencils at the back of the bus. 
A Springtime means just 
one thing for Mr. P. 
Swing of Things 
.,.. Macho man Aubrey Ingraham has girls eating out of his 
hand • 
.,.. • Student Council officers: Jen Pellerltl. Beth Genco. Beth 
Round, and t:llen lfall. 
• State Delegates: {l}Ka(/a Suletzkl. Mike Parker. Beth 
Genco (2)Jean Whitney. Amy Gray. Tonya l.aChance. Matt 
Ross (:J)Bryan neath. Dylan Farnum. Bill Beutel 
& Student CounciL (I )Ethan Wardwell . Sheila Na77aro. Sara 
Gardener. Lynn Curtis, Sundance Capmbell . David Best 
(2)Leah Tysse. Hilary Folger. Laura Hoovler, Beth Genco. 
Beth Round , John Munson (J)Andrca Pearce. Amy Wlodar-
ski , Gretchen 1\ail, Becca Allen, Sherry Abbott , Ellen t1all, 
Kendra Warner (4)Erin Monberg, Eddie 11all , Scott Ismail , 
Dennis Anderson. Leila Munson, Shelby Spaulding (5)Jen 
Pelleriti . Andy Willette, Matt Ross 
Student Council 
Social 
Scien e 
Leo Pellerltl 
Paul Bessey 
History, our past is it our 
present? Messers. Peller-
iti, Schoenberg and Bes-
sey endeavor to enlight-
en the masses. 
Sdnt. Cowu:if / 85 
.,. National Merit Commended Scholars ( 1 )Ben Al-
len, Amy Gray, Lars Carlson (2)Ryan Elsemore, 
Nick Pearce, Sven Bonnichsen 
.,. Taking time for sight-
seeing. James McBride 
enjoys the view . 
.,. .,. Book Awards {1) 
Mickey Davidson , Matt 
Kleban, Sven Bonnichsen 
(2)Marcia Therrien . Sarah 
Opitz . Sherry Abbott, 
Becca Allen (J)Angel 
Commeau, Lars Carlson. 
Ben Allen, Bryan lleath 
.,. T Larry Berthiaume 
brings a smile to archi-
tectural drawing stu-
dents Chris Gallagher 
and Robin DuBois with 
another joke. 
"' (l)Jean Whitney, Katja Suletzki. Sven Bonnichsen (2)Ben 
Allen , Beth Genco, Am;y Gray, Lars Carlson (.3)Dylan 
Farnum, Nick Pearce 
!Yationalllonor 
Society 
86 I NHS 
A All A 's (l)t:irik Kellog, Sue Murphy. Hilary Folger, 
Sherry Abbott (2)Matt Perry. Steph Tyrell. Matt 
Sucec. Scott Ismail, Becca Allen (3)Sven Bonnich-
sen, Ben Allen, IYick Pearce. Lars carlson. Jean Whit-
ney 
Excellence in Effort 
A A Once again. the coaches give a hand to the team. 
A Roger Collins wishes he could be as "cool " as Scott 
nume. 
A Sven Bonnichsen. !Yat. Merit FI-
nalist. is caught impersonating a 
statue. 
Concrete 
Arts 
Sandie Girard 
Bob Lucy 
Larry Berthiaume 
Six hours a day of 
books and little else 
makes Joe a dull boy. 
Thanks to Ms. Girard 
and Messers Lucy and 
Berthiaume. we get a 
little exercise and 
some hands-on train-
ing. 
Gymj i.A. j 87 
A (l)Kelly Gagne, Lori Denis (2)Lance Dana, Mylinda Hen· 
derson , Jamie Goodwin , Laura Dow, Jenny Eldridge 
(3)Aimee Small , Jessica Martin , Andrea Small, Tracy 
LaGross, Julie Cameron 
Key Club 
A A A ton o ' babes (Clockwise from lefl)Brandy !Yevells, 
Hitary Roy, Jen Thurlow. Carolyn Roundy, Tanya Moore. 
t:llen Hall, Chris Qaltagher. Tonya LaChance, Janette Quinn. 
Mary Nadeau. A .,. Mr. Paul's secret secretarial pool. Trish 
Magnus. Amy Hakala. Vanessa Malcom, Heather Dolley. 
types away. 
88 / Key Cfub 
KEYED UP 
<1111 Freshman Drew Cota is caught 
trying to pull off a locker heist. 
<1111 ~ Santa Stewart on his moun· 
tain sleigh bringing cheer to all 
the girls and boys. 
~ ~ The lunchtime crowd wakes 
Karen Murray from a fourth period 
nap. 
~ Kevin Barker and Kent Com· 
meau relax on the sofa with some 
daytime T.V •• 
Diane Batty 
Pat Trask 
In an era of conglom-
erate takeovers and 
big business, it is im-
portant to get an early 
start in understanding 
and preparing to deal 
with them. Ms.'s Batty, 
Nadeau, and Trask are 
the people we tum to. 
Busitt£Ss j 89 
.& (l)Walter Ryan. Alan Forsythe (2)Qreg Sivik. Mike 
Macintosh. Donald Moore. Matt Florey (3)Todd 
I'Vadeau. Simon Borodko. Tammy Young. Cassi 
Zoerheide. Scott Libby 
Co-op 
.,. " That 's ill I'm leaving/ " Leanne Warner makes her exit • 
.6. .6. " Hey. look what I've found/ " Chris Allen amazes Eric 
I'Velson • 
.,. .6. .6. Chris Benjamin is not fooled by Shelby Richard 's 
attempt to impersonate his teammates • 
.,. .& Josh Schertl and Ben Qarthwait get down and dirty. 
90 / Co-op 
DIGGIJVG l 
, 
• • A.M. Voc:( l )Nicole Murphy, Wendie Welch , Scott Simpson (2}Jamie Goodwin, Stefin Brown, 
David Peirce • •.,.. P.M. Voc:(l}Shelley Patterson, Shelly Quimby (2}Keith Lilly, C.D. farnsworth, 
Mark Walker (3)Julia Carter, Lisa Savage, Ernie Mudgett 
• .,.. Explorers Alec Brainerd and Jessica Wood pause before their next quest. 
• Matt Meyers and Chris Honey point out their latest accomplishment. 
Scotty Folger 
For those who like 
more practical exer-
cises rather than the-
orectical ones, Mrs. 
Folger and Mr. Moore 
offer a different curric-
ulum more suited to 
their needs. 
Voc j 91 
'9' Partners In exchange, flfans Aberg and 
flflrko Sulk • 
.& AFS (l)Mans Aberg, Annette Teachout. Arlene 
Teachout, KaUa Suletzki, Theresa Ford (2)Matt Kleban. 
Bryan Heath. Sven Bonnichsen, Hilary Folger, Leila Mun-
son, Kayo Nakazawa (3)Kristi Locke, Beth Genco, Finn 
Riley. Lynn Curtis, Chris Ruge, Jean Whitney 
American Field 
Service 
92 I AFS 
'9' Senora flfarla l"uentes feels once again what It's like to 
be short, as Jag VeteLino, Charlie Poole and Chris Cal· 
lag her tower over her. 
.& Committing Innocent apples to the press, AFS members 
Sven Bonnlchsen, Jean Whitney, Justin Derl, Marla l"uentes, 
Sarah Opitz and Lynn Curtis make elder. 
~ ~ Freshmen make use of a cafeteria study 
hall. 
~ .,. Aubrey Ingraham hopes that whatever is 
down there isn 't hungry. 
~ Amy Wlodarski can 't hold it in any ~ Testing for quicksand, an adventurer recon-
longer. noiters the woods. 
• Combining contrasting styles, host sisters Kayo !Vakazawa and Jean Whitney pose for 
posterity. 
Dialects 
Marla Fuentes 
Julie Rand 
cathy cahill 
As the world shrinks, 
we are forced into 
dealing with people of 
other nationalities. 
Mesdames & Made· 
moiselle Fuentes, 
Rand and Cahill en· 
hance our ability to 
communicate with 
them. 
SOPII 
• (l)Chris Ruge, Karen Rosebush, Sheila Nazzaro. Ka~en 
Murray (2)Jen Pellett, Kate Poulsen, Pat Murphy, L1sa 
Ouelette (.3)Joey Ouellette, David Nason, Charlie Poole, 
Tanya Pinkham, Jessica Martin, Missy Olesky (4 )John 
Lumppio, Katrina Opitz, Heather McCafferty, Jennifer 
Robinson , Don Partridge 
• (l)Holly St. Germain, Casey Watts, Jenny Tyler, 
Maureen White (2)Mark Severance, Jay Vetelino, Andy 
Willette. Louis Thompson, Mike Simmons (.3)JeffWalker. 
Rick Sechrest. Shelby Richards, Andrea Small. Amy Webb 
(4)Jessica Sader, A1mee Small. Brandee Trask, Marcia 
Therrien, Amy Yerxa 
• (l)Lori Dennis, Trinh Dang, Jocie Badger. Alison Bayer, 
David Best, Dan Bean (2 )Megan Beenfeldt. Paul Devoe, 
Dennis Bean, Sundance Campbell , Jamie Beaudoin, 
Greg Brown. Andrew Bayer (.3 )Rob Comingo, Shawn 
Braley, Scott Bridges, Isis Bell-Smith, Julie Cameron. 
Tom Anderson, Robert Drake 
94 / Soplio!tWres 
oR 
.¥ 
TilE TOPSY· 
TURI'YTEEIVS 
• Alison Bayer can't wait 
for the phone to ring. 
<Ill • Andy Willette con· 
fuses Sara Qardner. 
<Ill <Ill The feared magnetic attraction be· 
tween heads attacks Jennifer Tyler, Sheila 
l'iazzaro, Sara Qardner. Karen Murray. AI· 
ison Bayer. Leanne Warner. 
<Ill Lynn Curtis and Maria Fuentes in their 
Alhambra hideaway. 
l' Might it be Sheila l'iazzaro's drink which 
causes the strange looks in Leanne Warner 
and Sara Gardner's faces? 
• (l)Katja Suletzki. Sarah Opitz, Leila Munson, Lynn Curtis, 
Bryan Heath, Sven Bonnichsen (2)Andrew Bayer, Ben Dane, 
Eddie Hall, Eirik Kellogg, Chris Ruge (3)Jen Pelleriti. Sherry 
Abbott, Sessa Salas, Hilary Folger, Becca Allen 
Spanish Club 
<Ill <Ill Jennifer Tyler and Le· 
anne Warner check for lim· 
berness. 
l' Sheila l'iazzaro and Dave 
Best practice synchronized 
exercising. 
Spcmisfi j 95 
A (l)Steven Kitchen , Sara Gardner, Angela Fraser, 
Tracey LaCross, Valerie Kelshaw (2)1ra LePage, Oliver 
Lucia, Josh Horton, Beth Halteman, Amy Junkins, Amy 
Hakola, Jodi Goodwin (.'3)Brian Lunt. Greg Kinerson, BJ 
Hewes, Mike Inman (4)0ary Ketchen, Eirlk Kellogg, Mike 
Lewis, Justin Jamison, Andy Oaleati, Chris Gray. 
A Sophomore officers: (l)Shella Nazzaro (2) Sundance 
Campbell, Andy Willette, Justin Derl 
Sophomore (saf·mo-re) knowledgeable. stupid 
ones. In other words we have underdeveloped 
skills. We are not foolish freshmen. but only one 
step higher. It is a period of transition, moving 
from the innocence of childhood to life as a 
young adult. For the first time we have the 
pleasure of making our own decisions and the 
responsibility of living with the consequences of 
our choices. Mistakes become the education of 
experience. The sophomore year is the halfway 
point of high school. Some find It a breeze, and 
some find it difficult. We all should find It en-
joyable. We have come to an intersection on the 
highway of life. Which way will we go? 
96 / SopFwmores 
• • • Karen Rosebush succumbs to the attack of the green blob 
as Maureen White and Llza Marzilli look on. 
• • Paul Devoe. David Best. Sundance Campbell. and Patrick 
Murphy challenge anyone to a standoff. 
• Always together. friends forever: Alison Bayer. Karen Murray. 
Leanne Warner. Jennifer Tyler and Sheila !Yazzaro. 
SLEEPOIVIT 
PILLOW TALK 
A (l)Stephanie Ford, Ka~a Suletzki (2)Leila Munson, Gret-
chen Kail, Beth Genco (.3)Anjali Puri. Stephanie Tyrrell, Ben 
Allen (4)Lars Carlson, Matt Ross, Nick Pearce 
French Club 
~ ~ French students Ben Allen, 
rilck Pearce, Dylan Farnum, 
Matt Ross, and Lars Carlson In 
a flt of ecstasy. 
~ France: the goal for April. 
~ ~ ~ Leanne Warner flnds life 
amusing. 
~ Showing off the power of the 
Red Riots, Andy Qaleatl proves 
his strength. 
F TH 
French I 97 
.,. Devilish Dennis Bean opens the cloak 
to reveal obvious deformities • 
.,. .,. Takes two to tango. 
~ ...... nail. hall the gang's all herel 
~ .,. Jessica Martin models her favorite 
outfit. 
~ ~ Trying to stand up, Karen Rosebush 
holds on to her friends, Dawn Oagnon 
and Jessica Wood. 
~ What ha5 Karen Rosebush got In her 
mouth? 
~ ~ Karen Murray prepares to photo· 
graph Jennifer Tyler in a fit of the 
munchies. 
~ Alison Bayer can 't believe her virgin 
ears. 
~ T Sundance Campbell and Charlie 
Poole experiment in alternate methods 
of relieving stress. 
T Alison Bayer and Sara Gardner find a 
way to compensate for lack of males. 
A (l)Nick Pearce, Ben Allen (2) Lars Carlson, Beth Genco 
French National 
Honor Society 
A Imitating Tim Throckmorton, 
Alison Bayer interviews Sara 
Gardner. 
~ ~ A Is Dave Best holding 
down the bar or is the bar hold· 
ing him up? 
~ ~ Andy Galeati disagrees 
with Jamie Beaudoin and Andy 
Willette. 
JVATURAL HABITAT 
FNHS I 99 
PUSH 
FORWARD 
.,. Jay Vetelino and Paul 
Devoe pig out. 
~ .,. Violinists Mr. Thomas 
and /Yale Qarwood ex· 
change noogie.s. 
~ Finn Riley and Justin Deri 
.spaz out. 
• (!)Susie LaMore, Traci Miller, Kelly-Anne Clisham, Sherry 
Abbott Aubrey Ingraham, Dany Wagner (2)Jill RandalL 
Anjalie Puri. Lisa Wicks. Kathy Walsh , Matt Kleban , Susan 
Murphy, Sven Bonnichsen (3)Eirik Kellogg, Lars Carlson. 
Beth Round, Kristie Locke, Hilary Folger (4)Ann Moreau, 
Abigail Curtis, Mr. Blair. Finn Riley, Chris Ruge, Jean Whitney 
Enclave 
100 / £ncfave 
• • • Sundance Campbell receiving 
a caffeine flx. 
• • • .,. Pausing from her .studies. 
Amy Webb .shows off her teeth. 
• • • .,. .,. Rlcki Jaeckel .shows u.s 
exactly what .she thinks of freshman 
English. 
• • The freshman four: (top)!Ylcole 
Murphy. Amy nakola (bottom) Mi.s.sy 
Olesky. Jen Robinson. 
• Some .sophomores prepare to 
break the camera . 
.,. A .spooked Alison Bayer decides to 
get out fast. 
English 
Farnham Blair 
Alex McLean 
Nancy Gilles 
.A Dave Best pumps up for the season. 
Sophomores 101 
• (l)Kristi Locke, Kassidy Holmes, Anjalie Puri. Alison 
Bayer, Maureen White, Sanford Phippen (2)Jill Randall , Beth 
Plissey, Kathy Walsh . Marcia Therrien , Eirik Kellogg. Becca 
Allen . Kendra Warner (3)Lisa McPeek, Brandon Fox, Beth 
Genco, Beth Round, Sessa Salas, Gretchen Kail. Sven Bon-
nichsen (4}Travis Taylor, David Brewer, Ben Allen , Lars 
Carlson, Walter Ryan, Chris Florey, Ryan Elsemore 
Inside 
102 j lnsit!e 
• • • .,. rvewspaper staffers Ben Allen, Beth Genco and 
Sanford Phippen spend another evening in paste-up. 
• • • Amber Gagnon and Kate Perry brave the frigid fall 
weather to watch a game. 
• • • ..,. A friendly hug for friends Alison Bayer and Leanne 
Warner. 
• • Paul Devoe and Sheila /YazUJro uphold the sophomore 
tradition of laziness. 
• Beth Halteman. LiUJ Marzilli. and Sheila !YazUJro pose at a 
sleep-over . 
.,. Budding journalists Beth Genco and Ben Allen joke with 
Mr. Phippen over a slanderous article about Mr. Mumme . 
.,. • Combine art and coffee. and you get Mr. McLean • 
.,. .,. • Orono literary mogul Jean Whitney. a junior player in 
the success of Inside. 
Sanford Phippen 
Thom Ingraham 
English is our native 
language, the lan-
guage of Shakespeare. 
OHS's English depart-
ment is comprised of 
the most "varied" in-
dividuals of any de-
partment in the 
school, but they im-
part to us an under-
standing of our lan-
guage and the classics 
of literature. 
..,.. ..,.. Digging out 
from a layout grave. 
Matt Ross churns 
out the sports sec· 
tion • 
..,.. Sven Bonnichsen, 
Tim Hatfield and 
Kristie Locke slave 
away on a Saturday 
morning • 
..,.. The birth of four 
pages. 
T The meeting of 
brains and beauty: 
Eirik Kellogg and 
Janette Quinn • 
..,.. Alison Bayer has 
upended the com-
petition. 
104 / Crimson 
THE GOOD BOOK 
_. _. The September yearbook staff. 
_. The February staff: (~)Jean Whitney, Kristie Locke, 
/Yancy Gilles, Alan Forsythe (2)Bill Beutel, Sven Bon· 
nichsen, Matt Ross, Tim Hatfield, Walter Ryan, Bryan 
neath 
• Alan Forsythe lets the 
yearbook eat away his 
vacation. 
• .,.. .,.. Trying to get Ernie 
flfudget to buy an ad, 
Jamie Robichaud resorts 
to violence. 
I 
I 
• (l)Annette Teachout, Walter Ryan, Arlene Teachout, Jean 
Whitney, Kalja Suletzki, Ryan White (2)Shelby Spaulding, 
Leila Munson (3)Angel Commeau, John Denis, Ben Dane, 
Nick Pearce, Bill Beutel, David Brewer (4)Beth Halteman, 
Cara Pescarino, Amy Gray, Jay Harris, Matt Ross, Sven Bon-
nichsen (5)Jamie Robichaud, Lars Carlson 
Crimson Crier 
..,. Sven Bonnlchsen demands 
that Jea n Whitney fit four 
pages of copy Into three pleas 
of space. 
• ..,. ..,. flfeet Percy , Jean Whit-
ney's weekend lover. 
• The savior from bankruptcy. 
flfary /Vadeau. 
• • The veteran baffler, /Vancy 
Gilles. alias MG. 
A necromancer's delight, a yearbook freezes time, capturing what is ephemeral 
and fleeting in a graphic net of words and images. The Crimson Crier trans-
mutes the vanishing present into an eternal now. Seconds tick by; everyone 
ages; circumstances alter; reality writes its diverse messages upon each face, 
yet within its maroon boundaries, timelessness reigns. 
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JUlY IOR 
A (l)Jen Pelleriti, Sarah Opitz, Anjali Puri (2)Ronnie 
Jo Nevells, Gail Ness, Angie Nevells, Mary Neubauer 
(3 )James Robichaud, John Munson, Don Rowe 
A Eddie Hall, Susie LaMore (2)Jetf Jacobs, Stephanie 
Ford, Hilary Folger, Kassidy Holmes, Kristie Locke 
(3)Scott Hume, Scott Ismail. Keith Lilly, Peter Everett 
(4)Stacie LeBretton, Bruce Gothrow, Art Ford 
A (l)Chad Eddy, Kyle Churchill , Laura Dow (2)Sean 
Currier, Chris Clukey, lise Fastook, Sherry Abbott. 
Casey Cunningham, Brian D'Errico, Dan Cota (3)Lynn 
Curtis, Tan Dang, Joe Cota, John Dennis, Roy Corson 
106 I )wtUJTS 
BUBBLES 
• Jon nume fascinates himself with bubbles. 
~ • • • Chris Halsted after the poker game. 
~ ~ • • Kristie Locke reacts to her new homework. 
~ • • Kathy Walsh experiments with the latest hairstyles. 
~ ~ • Stacie LeBretton inspects a biology experiment. 
~ Vanessa Malcom relaxes. 
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.& (l)Brian Wood. Matt Sucec, Travis Taylor. Libby 
Strout. Rebekah Yeakley (2)Mark Smith, Jen Spauld-
ing, Lisa Wicks. Stephanie Tyrrell. Leslie Zane. Lori 
Young (3)Kirsten Veeder, Mitch Stone. Angie Ziegler. 
Robbie Thibodeau. Ryan White 
.& Junior Officers: (clockwise) Kirsten Veeder, Jen Pel-
leriti. Jon Hume, Angie Nevells 
As juniors, finally we are not underclass-
men; we have made it halfway through high 
school. We have to begin looking ahead 
towards college, SAT's, deciding where we 
want to go and what we want to do. Is the 
sophomore year the hardest and the junior 
year the most fun? We agree. Next year 
there is so much that will have to be done. 
It begins getting scary to think how fast the 
last two years have gone by; how fast will 
the next two go? 
108 / Juniors 
l' l' l' l' ·'Yew !Yatlonal Honor Society members prepare to take the 
oath. l' 't l' Vanessa flfalcolm and Laura noovler fill the streets 
Orono with music. l' l' Steve Page gives Kayo !Yakazawa a taste 
American humor. l' Jen Pellerltl watches as Stephanie Tyrrell and 
Lynn Curtis engage In a smiling contest • 
TAKE FIVE 
• • 
Phpsical 
Scrences 
Ben Tupper 
Judy Tredwell 
Man has groped for 
understanding of how 
things work from the 
begining of time. Sci-
ence addresses this 
and works towards the 
goal of total knowl-
edge. 
Science j 109 
.,. T Beth Plissey smiles at the camera before finishing a doughnut. 
.,. Ryan White ad-
justs his hair at a 
track meet. 
A .,. Angie !Ve-
vells doesn't get 
it. 
A (l)Paul Devoe, David Best Ben Anderson. Liz Thompson 
(2)Ethan Wardwell, Ben Dane. Shahram Tadayyon. Sven 
Bonnichsen (3)Bryan Heath, Eirik Kellogg. Josh Horton 
(4)Ben King, Anjali Puri, Stephanie Tyrrell , Erin Monberg, 
Monica Puri. Ben Allen, Amy Wlodarski. Matt Kleban (5) Matt 
Perry, Lars Carlson 
New England 
Math League 
110 I Matfi. 
T Lisa Wicks heads off to round up hunks at the pool . 
A At shop, Kyle Churchill, Keith Lilly and Simon Borodko 
get the job done. 
A A .,. The camera catches Scott Ismail looking around 
the corner. 
A A Meet Leslie Zane. t:;at your heart out, Marilyn Monroe! 
BODYCOUIYT 
• • • • Becca Allen 
uses mental telepathy. 
• • • Lisa Wicks gives 
someone the eye. 
• • Mary tveubauer 
survives another day. 
• Gretchen Kail in a 
light mood. • Scott lfume shows off his legs. 
Math 
Shirley Ellis 
Steve Qardner 
Ken Stewart 
Our whole life is full of 
numbers, and our ed-
ucation would not be 
complete without the 
labors of Mrs. Ellis and 
Messers Stewart, Mc-
Cormick, and Garder. 
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~ Friends Joe Cota, Chad Eddy, Casey Cun· 
ningham and Mary Mitchell. 
~ ~ At a cafeteria dance, flfark Smith and John 
flfunson show how much fun they 're having. 
~ ~ Waiting for the chance to become high 
school students, younger Charlie Poole, Ben 
Dane, and Angie !Yevells pretend to be wall 
flowers. 
~ Eirik Kellogg poses with the other math 
brains of the state. 
• (!)Matt Perry, Eirik Kellogg, Sven Bonnichsen (2)Ben King, 
Anjali Puri, Stephanie TyrrelL Ben Allen, Matt Kleban (3)Nick 
Pearce, Lars Carlson 
Math Team 
112 / Junior 
• Look out/It 's an eight headed slumber party/ 
• • A zool A cow and a 
puppy. 
• ..,. Becca Allen. Gret· 
chen Kail. and Chris 
Clukey experiment with 
positivejnegative cakes. 
• Mitch Stone tears his 
ten·year·old attention 
away from the water • 
..,. ..,. Stephanie Tyrrell is 
thrilled with a visit from 
Mr. "The Avenger" Gal· 
tant. 
Down at Asa. Rob Yerxa is 
a happy Camper. 
Counting Backwards 
Jim Beam 
Cfass j 113 
llorseplay 
.,.. .,.. .,.. Vane.s.sa Malcolm and Angela Fowler 
wait in line for the .store to open . 
.,.. .,.. Kathy Wal.sh and Stephanie Ford take a 
.stroll down Main .street . 
.,.. Hilary Folger contemplates another long 
night at her book.s • 
.,.. .,.. With two .second.s left in 
the period. the ball goe.s to 
l.smail: he .shoot.s • • . 
.,.. Kathy Wal.sh and Sherry 
Abbott display ball control. 
• • In the mid.st of .shuffling 
paper.s . Lynn Curti.s lee· 
ture.s. 
• Caught in the act of poi· 
.soning her cooking. Steph· 
anie Ford i.s .stunned. 
•.,.. .,.. Are tho.se Li.sa Wick.s ".s bun.s? 
• .,.. Eating hi.s .sweatshirt in the attempt. 
Mark Smith fight.s the urge to take a .sie.sta • 
.,.. Struggling to keep their enthu.sia.sm in 
check. Chad Eddy. Chri.s Clukey. Kri.stie 
Locke. and Jeff Jacob.s wait for the mo· 
nopoly board to free up. 
114 j Junior 
.,.. Bored with Chad 
Eddy ' s magazine, 
Ronnie·Jo IYevells 
looks at something 
else. 
A Stephanie Tyrrell makes a pass in front of an 
oncoming George Stevens ' defender. 
A .,.. Stephanie Ford grows another year older in the 
company of friends • 
.,.. Jon Hume and Ka(ja Suletzki keep everything 
straight. 
Cfass f 115 
.,. Lynn Curtis cleans up Orono. 
T Actresses Margaret Halley and Isis Bell· 
Smith work on the smooch scene. 
Drama Club attempts to provide a stu-
dent with acting and backstage ex· 
periences. Drama exercises include 
improvizations, monologues, and 
scene work. Meetings are after school, 
and the major goal is to get the One-
Act off the ground. This year's one act 
entry was Out at Sea by Slawomik 
Morzek. It was a bizarre comedy 
about three castaways lost at sea try· 
ing to decide which of them is to be-
come dinner. Isis Bell-Smith won an 
acting award for her performance as 
Castaway Fat; the show was chosen 
as an alternate. The cast and crew 
included: Sven Bonnichsen, Jessica 
Sader, Isis Bell-Smith, Ryan White, 
Margaret Halley, Beth Plissey, Katrina 
Opitz, Beth Genco, and Megan Been-
felt. 
116 j Drama 
.& A group of fans come to e'fioy the suc· 
cess of the girls' soccer team. 
.,. Jessica Sader, Isis Bell-Smith, and Sven 
Bonnichsen work out the flaws In their 
performance. 
~ ~ Arthur Ford works on the homework that was due last period. 
~ Dawn Reese in her natural state • 
.,. ~ Margaret Hallee refuses to let Isis Bell-Smith get away • 
.,. .,. ~ ~ Jen Smith. Ryan Tie. and Kevin Robbins attempt to warm up before cla.s.s • 
.,. .,. ~ Showing her enthusiasm for .science. Vanessa Malcolm is awakened by the camera • 
.,. .,. .,. ~Kirsten "Cow" Veeder in a rare still moment • 
.,. .,. .,. ~ ~ Brian D'Errico in a pensive mood. 
·I 
• ' . r-1 
~ ~ ~ With an eye on the clock, 
Travis Tara plans for the weekend. 
~ ~ Lisa Wicks still needs her first 
cup of coffee. 
~ Watching a close game, Qret· 
chen Kail gets a whiff of the hot 
dog stand. 
~ ~ ~ ~ Stephanie Tyrrell and 
Lynn Curtis e,Yoy the .salt air. 
~ ~ Lori Young .satisfies her de· 
.sire for sugar. 
~ ~ Libby Strout encourages the 
next Monet. 
~ ~ ~ Two unidentified yearbook 
addicts get a fix in the hall. 
Juniors 1 111 
Seniors 
"- (l)Heidi Dekanich (2)Chris Cameron, LeeAnn 
DeCora, Dennis Anderson, Mans Aberg, Sven Bon· 
nichsen (3 )Angel Commeau, Robin DuBois, Amanda 
Bear, Travis Caruso, C.D. Farnsworth, Peter Aldrich 
(4 )David Brewer, Bill Beutel, Lance Dana 
"- (l)Aian Forsythe, Ben King, Beth Genco, Amy Gray, 
Cindy Jarvis, Jerry Howard (2)Adam Helsley, Ellen 
Hall, Brandon Fox, Chris Gallagher, Tonya LaChance, 
Dylan Farnum, Scott Kigas (3)Melanie Kelshaw, 
Mylinda Henderson, Chris Florey, Bryan Heath, Herbie 
LeBretton, John Jordan 
"- (l)Robin Robbins, Kayo Nakazawa, Hayley Martin, 
Leila Munson, Shelley Patterson, Shelly Quimby 
(2)Penny Moquin, Janette Quinn, Hilary Roy, Tanya 
Moore, Matt Ross, Nick Pearce, Beth Round (3)Cara 
Pescarino, Rick McGregor, Jim McCrum, Mike Parker, 
Jeff Robinson 
..,. l' l' Sven Bonnichsen tries to woo Ellen Hall with his " music." 
..,. l' l' l' LeeAnn DeCora. Ellen Hall. Theron Patterson. Lars Carl· 
son. Sven Bonnichsen, Beth Qenco. Beth Round. Dylan Farnum, 
and Cindy Jarvis relieve tension with some hijinks. 
l' Lars Carlson makes Dr. Emmet look like Inspector Clemenceau 
as Ellen Hall. Sven Bonnichsen, Dylan Farnum. Cindy Jarvis and 
LeeAnn DeCora look on. 
"- "- Beth Qenco is 
shocked at Flor· 
ence's "Beth Round" 
prediction. 
"- LeeAnn DeCora is 
not impressed with 
Ellen Hall's oratory 
skills. EXIT 
A O)Jay Harris, Bryan neath, Theron Patterson, Ellen 
Hall, Dylan Farnum, Beth Round, Sessa Salas (2)Thom 
Ingraham, Matt Ross, Beth Qenco, Bill Beutel, Sven 
Bonnichsen, Cindy Jarvis, LeeAnn DeCora 
Senior Play 
a 
r 
e 
a 
t 
A 
c 
t 
s 
A A After a performance well played, Lars Carlson, Matt Ross, Ellen Hall and Sessa Salas enjoy one last fling before quitting 
the stage. 
A Beth Qenco explains herself. 
.,.. .,.. .,.. A A Matt Ross and Sessa Salas make dire threats against Beth Qenco 's bear • 
.,.. .,.. .,.. A Awaiting the doctor's evaluation, Matt Ross takes a dominerlng stance. 
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A (!) Kendra Warner. Annette Teachout, Megan Torrey. Ryan 
Elsemore. Jennie Thurlow. Jean Whitney (2)Shelby Spauld-
Ing, Scott Thibodeau. Arlene Teachout. Sessa Salas, Kaya 
Suletzkl (J)John Vandez. Bill St. Germain, Peter White, Greg 
Slvlk. Todd Tesseo (4)Mark Walker. Phil Smith. Shelley Pat· 
terson, Cassl Zoerhelde, Shannon Whelan 
• Senior Officers: Hilary Roy. Brandy !Vevells. 
Ken Stuart. t:;llen Hall. tvlck Pearce. 
Like a hiker reaching the summit of a dif-
ficult mountain, as seniors we have 
reached an important peak in our lives. We 
are slowly but surely becoming adults and 
are at the culmination of 18 years at home. 
But as the hiker only finds the peak of an 
even higher mountain in the distance, the 
expanse of our grown-up lives lie before us. 
For years we have looked forward to being 
seniors, to be rulers of the school. As that 
day came, however, our feelings were 
mixed. Although we relish being at the top 
of the heap, we are faced with a growing 
uncertainty as to what our lives after grad-
uation will be like. Instead of the senior 
school spirit activities we expected, our 
time is consumed with interviews, jobs, 
and applications. As the day of graduation 
nears, we look back on years of childhood 
and ahead to our futures. We are filled with 
emotions of excitement mixed with sad-
ness and fear. 
120 / Seninrs 
• • Malt Ross heads the ball upfleld . 
.,.. • • AFS members. Mans Aberg o{Swe· 
den and Jean Whitney of 'Veazie take 
time out to make cookies with Brownie 
Schrumpf • 
.,.. An exhausted Ben King manages a 
smile. 
• Sharing a special moment before the 
prom. Malt Ross and Leila Munson ex· 
change corsages. 
A (l)Kaga Suletzki, Kayo Nakazawa. Lynn Curtis, Beth Plis-
sey, Sue Murphy, Amy Wlodarski (2)Robin Robbins. Tracy 
Sargent. Ryan White. Sven Bonnichsen. Isis Bell-Smith, Mar-
garet Hallee 
Chorus 
A A A <Ill Finding peace In the foliage. Sessa Salas strikes a 
serious pose. 
A A A The art of art. 
A A <Ill Margaret Arsenault and Cassl Zoerhelde await chorus 
reher.sal. 
A A Terry 0 'Neal explains his plans for a drawing to Mrs. 
Taylor. 
Fine 
Arts 
Terrynenry 
John Thomas 
Art I 121 
II> II> Sven Bonnlchsen samples Kayo 
fliakazawa 's sushi. 
II> With school just out. this group of senior 
girls flocks to the parking lot. looking for a 
ride. 
~ II> The marching band takes a break to 
get back In step. 
~ Co·queens Amy Qray and Tonya 
LaChance strike Interesting poses. 
A (l)Monica Puri, Andrea Pearce, Erin Monberg, Tracy Sar-
gent, Nate Garwood, Kathy Walsh, Liza Marzilli, Susan Mur-
phy, Beth Plissey (2)Becca Allen, Gretchen Kail , Margaret 
Hallee, Lisa McPeek, Jill Randall , Dan Wagner, Ben Dane 
(3)Eric Nelson, John Lancaster, Ben Allen, Todd Nadeau, 
Walter Ryan, Andrew Cyr, Steve Page 
Orchestra 
122 I Ordie.stm 
A A With a grueling second half to go. the Riots make 
their way back to the bench. 
A The terrible trio, Robin Robbins, Mylinda Henderson, 
and Walter Ryan walt for the 2:07 dismissal. 
.& Reliable fans come pre-
pared. 
.& (l)Becca Allen, Gretchen Kail, Margaret Hallee. Amber 
Gagnon, Leanne Warner, Dana Ventura. Jody Eddy, Dawn 
Gagnon, Aubrey Ingraham. Ricky JaeckeL Jay Harris 
(2)Lucas Stinson, Lisa McPeek, Jill Randall, Beth Plissey, 
Angela Turner, l.eah Tysse, Laura Hoovler, Amy Gibney, 
Jenny Baird, Carrie Brown, Amy Wlodarski. (3)Ben Allen. 
Walter Ryan, Dan Wagner. John Lancaster, Eric Nelson, 
Mickey Davidson, Matt Kleban. Andrew Cyr. Tim Hatfield, 
Chris Halsted, Rob Yerxa. Matt Perry (4)Mark Mumme. Si-
mon Borodko. Jon Shaw, Todd Nadeau, Steve Page 
Band 
<1111 After a hard practice. these 
juniors and seniors found time 
to soak up the sun. 
T T T With Steve l"age on the 
drums and Matt Ross on the 
mike. the cabaret crowd saw 
rap done right. 
T T LltUe slugger Joey Beyler-
lan takes a nap before the 
game. 
T Mike Macintosh ponders an· 
other wily scheme . 
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& & & Dave Paul Study Hall Mon. 
& & Sally 1'4evells. Kerry Gar· 
land, Shayne Cobb Sec.'s 
& Roland Sawyer Cust. 
Orono School Committee 
& & & Judy Powers Sec. & & & l' Richard Moreau Supt. & & 
Paula Corson Spec. Ed. Sec. & Jim Curtis. Rob St. Louis. 
Tony Boucher. Ron White Custodians 
& & & Thomas Lechner ln-
strc. Dir. 
& & Jane Van Arsdale Li-
brarian 
& Gerry Martin Cust. 
.6. Janice Mace Cook 
Thomas Perry 
Principal 
Mary Devoe·Pratt 
Guid. Cous. 
~ ~ ~ Joe Paul Vice. Prine. 
<1111 <1111 Julie Miller Nurse 
<1111 Nelson Beaudoin Ath. Dir. 
• <1111 <1111 <1111 Velma Leveille Libr. 
Asst. 
• <1111 <1111 Debbie Gilmore Spec. 
Ed. 
T ~ Holly Lyons Clerk 
T Roseanne Westfall Spt. 
Sec . 
.6. ~ Joe Oallant Aide 
.6. Lori Sawyer Spt. Sec . 
.6. ..,. Kathy Field Spt. Sec. 
~Sarah Trask, Sharon Porter, Deb· 
orah Hatch Cooks 
Admini.stmtion / 125 
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GABRIEL GALLAGHER 
"Ga6e" 
Jamuuy 23, 1972 - November 22, 1989 
I re.me.miier a.frwu£. .. 5' 8" ; &fack hair; 
6ig, 6oU£ eyes. He wore. jeans of a!! 
wfors; fiRed: rap music, especia([y Coo( 
Moe Dee; enjoyed a!! pop music, footbali, 
twna 9ames; I re.me.miier it aiL Last 
sum.md s fun, the 6eadi, ~liter - oh, 
so much ~liter - rrwvies, swimmin9, 
liot tub action, figfus, arguments, fwme. 
rrwvies we rruuk, dUnk wntests, 6ase6a!C 
cardS, Bo ]ac.kson - I re.me.miier so 
much. Like so many others, I re.me.miier 
Ga6e, my 6est frieru!. I cefebmte his Cife 
aru£ rrwurn its premature eruf - 6y 
Ro9er Coffins. 
MICHAEL 11MIKE" NICKELS 
)my 31 197 3 - Deumher 201 1989 
Mike was a. typim£ tunll9e 6oy. He 9ot intD Ji9fus; he'd protest 
that ~s weren't fair, 6ut he was the first one to resporu£ to 
anyone's cry for ftefp. He'd fU!Iit with liis 6rotftus and sister yet 
sit and tdf them stories for' flours. He five!! on the p1:~Jirls 
ca1fing fiim one after the other. He !Dved to swim 6ut the 
early Saturday momi1J9 pmctias. He cou!d lianffy wait to 9et liis 
own car, sure he coufi! fiaruf!e it even as he 6acW my car up, 
~ the sik view mirror as he mn intD the sik of the 9a.r119e. 
He pCayel! the nu!io so !Dtu! it dOminated the fwuse. He'd a.fwa.ys 
done a[[ liis fwmewor*, yet oC£aSi.onaffy scfwo( reports spou of 
missi1J9 work. He was a. typicaf, norma£ 16-yea.r-oft£ 6oy. He fuUf 
a. 9e.nuine IDve ~fife; IIi IDvelf animaLs, espedaffy 6infs. He 
enjoyed rea.di1J9 i it was infOTttUltive or c.hafie119in9· In liis spare 
time he wrote s stories and poetry. He enjoyed swimmi1J9, 
we19Ftt£iftin9, t:nuk, and 9irls. I miss Micftad. We a[[ dO. Here a. 
few thif19s liis .friau!s and t£aChers said aliout fii.m: he was 
entfwsiastic, quick-wittd, sensitive, ~ent, ready to try 
anyt{tinq, 100% 6oy, foil of en£19J• popular, a. 9ood dnncer, 
almirabfe, Juff of promise and 9eniafity, a. 9ood kiSser, a. won-
dirfu! Jrieni!. Undirsta.ru!i.f19 liis death lies 6e.yoru£ us aff. Perftaps 
what remains is to revd in the time we fuu£ to shm-e with Mike, 
the i.nnumeralife rays of s~lit liis warm prese.nu cast upon us 
aff. Tfiank you a[[ for carin9 aliout fiim, for 6ei1J9 liis JrieiUf.s -
Jennifer Nickds, Mike's Mom. 
Battfes 
from t~ aay tfiat 
I can rem£m6er, you've 
6un tfi.roU91i. 6attfes 
that cou!d"n't 6e won 
you've tfi.rown cfown your 
swortf ante took. off your 
armor to 6e sta66e4. 
ante now you've escapet! 
ante t~ woundS are li.ea!i"9 
t~ scars cfo show 
you dld"n't win t~ 6attfes 
6ut you've wont~ Jl9fit 
6y Mike Nickds 
This winter I attended a 
meeting in Augusta and 
happened to sit beside a fel-
low principal who had been 
a student at Higgins Clas-
sical Institute when Joe 
Paul was a beginning teach-
er and coach. My colleague 
asked about Joe and told 
me he was saddened to 
hear of Joe's retirement. He 
went on to tell me that Joe 
was one of the three people 
that had had a profound in-
fluence on his life. I've 
thought about that conver-
sation and wondered how 
many other people have 
been positively influenced 
by Joe Paul during his ca-
reer as teacher, coach, and 
administrator. I do know 
that for the past ten years I 
have been amazed by the 
positive effect Joe Paul has 
had on the general school 
atmosphere and on many 
individual students. Joe 
has made Orono Jr.-Sr. 
High School a better place. I 
can think of no greater trib-
ute for an educator than to 
make a difference in a stu-
dent's life. Joe Paul has 
been one of those very spe-
cial people who has made 
an important difference for 
many students. All of us at 
OHS will miss him. 
by TOM PERRY, Principal 
128 j Bon Voy09e 
''LET'S 00, 
.,. Donald Ivan Paul appeared in Milo, Maine on June 20, ~935, one of 
nine sons. "Joe" fought everyone's batUes for them, reminding his 
older brother Jack of the comic strip hero, "Joe Palooka. " The name 
stuck: only the USAF called him "Donald. " 
A A and A A .,. A star athlete in Milo, Joe served four years in the USAF, married !Yancy 
Getchell on 9/~2/59, and graduated from Husson in ~962. A The couple had four 
children- David (~960), Jeffrey (~962), Pamela (~96_.) and Stephanie (~970). Pamela's 
death from leukemia in ~972 sadly diminished the family circle. A current group photo 
features: (Front) Stephanie, !Yancy, Jeff: (Back) Joe and David Paul. 
.,.. Recovering from energetic whistling of one line 
of Bizet's "Toreador Song" for the e'fioyment of 
ons students (also as a warning of his approach), 
Joe prepares his list of detentees for aflerschool 
delights. 
PEOPLE!'' 
My first years in teaching included four years at Higgins 
Classical Institute in Charleston, Maine, and eight years at 
Greenville High School as business education and driver 
education teacher. While at Greenville, I coached basketball, 
baseball, football, track, cross country, and field hockey. I 
was also athletic director. I arrived at Orono Jr.-Sr. High 
School in the fall of 1974. From 1974 to 1980, I taught 
business education and coached varsity softball, freshman 
and jv basketball, and was an assistant coach in football. In 
1980 I became assistant principal. My three children are all 
graduates of Orono High School: David, class of 1978; Jef-
frey, class of 1980, and Stephanie, class of 1988. David 
attended Eckerd College in Florida. Jeffrey graduated from 
the University of Maine, and Stephanie, after taking a year off 
from school to work, is currently a freshman at UM. After 28 
years in education, I have decided to try another line of work. 
I have thoroughly enjoyed my 16 years in Orono and want to 
thank all past and present students and teachers for their 
friendship and support. I want to give special thanks to Tom 
Perry for his aid and comfort during my years at Orono High 
School. Please be as supportive of the new assistant prin-
cipal as you have been of me for the past ten years. I want to 
thank my wife, Nancy, who was a paraprofessional in the Jr. 
High English Dept. for ten years, for all her help in my career. 
She was always there to help out in the bad times, as well as 
the good times. Nancy, Thanks. I love you. As I look back, 
twenty-eight years have gone by very quickly, but as they say, 
" Time flies when you're having fun. " 
by EDWARD "Joe " PAUL 
-
A One of the many 
joys of Joe 's life at 
ons was cafeteria 
monitoring during 
lunch time. Here he 
checks out fall sched· 
ules with Ryan El· 
semore and Dylan 
Farnum. At other times 
he Intervened In food 
fights, recleved a milk 
christening at the 
hands of exuberant In· 
mates, and herded the 
junior high schoolers 
out of the room and se· 
dately down the halls. 
Joe Paul / 129 
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MERGE 
& Peifectill9 fier Diana pose, Sessa Safas in· 
volies tfie 6eauty of faCL 
A Beth Round" awakens 6efore surufown. 
41111 To tile surprise of a Soviet softfier, Lars CarlSon takes 
command". 
Section j 131 
DUOS 
ll> Shelly Quimby and Shelley Patterson 
share more than a name. 
T Ignoring orders to study, Annette and 
Arlene Teachout render another seo· 
enth period study hall useless. 
Tonga LaChance 
and Janette Quinn 
spare a moment for 
friendship. A 
Showing senior exuberance, IYlck Pearce and 
Amanda Bear go to the rally In style. A 
Todd /Yadeau and MaU Ross, the newest of four eagle 
scouts, celebrate their achievements. ll> 
Cantfids I 132 
<1111 Brandy !YeveUs and Brandon Fox exhibit mixed feelings about study 
hall conversation. 
~ "Two awesome field hoclcey players." - M.IY. 
~ ..,.. Heidi Dekanich and Penny Moquin pose for posterity. 
~ ~ Jennie Thurlow and Hilary Roy show pleasure at being named All· 
!Yew England and AU-American soccer players, respectively. 
ORO. 
.-. (:) 
I 
.& and <1111 Co-editor Jean Whitney bares fangs 
at the photographer as the other half of the 
Crimson Crier, Sven Bonnichsen, looks for po-
tential caption writers down the hall. 
Hifa.ry J. Roy 
£99s! Thanks to D.C. amf].T. for ali W. fun tiJmS we Fuu! amf to ali 
my cfose JrWufs. "Many tiJmS I've (W{, many tiJmS I've fistutd 
Many tiJmS I've worufued' how much tht.re is to know." - W 
Zeppfi.n; Pfans - Co~e, five on a l'1l11dt in a suburo of a 6i9 city. 
A fan H. F orsytlie 
If you 9et peopfe to linl9h with you, it is ftarckr to linl9h at you. Be 
9ood to otfws amf otfws wilC 6e 9ood to you. To juniors: Have a 
9ft.a1 senior year. Pfans - Co~e. 
Travis Caruso 
Lee Ann DeCora 
Thanks P.M., L.T., A.H., QL.- thanks. Mom am{ L.f. - I fovt. 
you 91Lys. Dad- I hope you can su me from up there! I miss you 
amf I fove you very mudi! Tfiani you. 
Amanda. "Foof' Bear 
"Li9fiten up wftife you stili can, don't even try to wu!t.rstaru!." -
The Eagfes f...H. amf C.C., thanks for W. adventures amf W. 
Jre.irufsFtip. Hey]. T. - Pots am{ Pans, Hey HiJ; who's 6a6ysittin9 
toni9ht? Foof cuuf Thumper I fove ya! CJ. - sewnd ham{ n£WS. 
A.P. - thanks for always 6ein9 there. Pfans - To 6e fail 6ack am{ 
take it as it coJmS. 
Scott Thi6odeau 
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Micfietk Mary Knowfes 
No goa! is too Ftigfi unftss you'r& too sfiort to rtae.h it. Pfans -
Co~e, wori. 
Scott D . Ki9as 
" If the rain wasn' t t!UUU of water and' the snow didn't fiave a pl'na 
in the sun, I'd liUk 6efiind a ntinbow and' wait until it goes." -Jethro 
Tuff; Pfans - Co~e, 6ecome an airport firrfigfuu and' get srnaJT. 
Christopher }ame.s Cameron 
I think, thuefure I am. . . I tftinR.. Pfans - Prep scfwo' co~e. 
HayCey Efiutbeth Martin 
Don't go tftrougfi scfwo( wisfiing it was ova 6ecause it wi1r 6e over 
6efure you Vww it. Tfianks to ali my Jrioufs fur ~ tfiis year a 
grent one. A special tfianks to S.I. fur s ~ me the r&a! ITWI1lin9 
of Cove. To my motliu and' fatliu, thank you fur ev~ I Cove 
you 6oth. Pfans - UMaine, majur in Hea!th Information Tuh-
nowgy, 6e fiappy. 
Lisa A nne McPuk. 
"Iru!ivUfua!ity of ~sian is the 6f9innin9 and' end of ali an." -
Gaeth£; Pfans - Co~e, majur in Chili' Development ur Human 
Services. 
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Heidi Deka.nidi 
Gr~ Sivik 
"Bust a !TWVe. " Plans - 6e a miffiotulire and own my own 
oompany. 
Mirko Sulk 
It's nia to 6e a scftfumpf. Plans - two lTWre years of scfwo( in 
Germany. 
Robin. Crysta! Worster 
"If you can irrta9ine, it you can achieve it. If you can !!ream it, you 
can 6eoome it. " - Wiffiam A. WanL Plans- Co~e, majoring in 
Wuwtion. 
S~Uey Sue Patterson. 
Sure Goa creaw! man 6efore woman, 6ut you a!ways make a ro119ft 
c!raft 6efore a fouU maswpiece- Thanks Mom and Dad, and 
espedaiiy Sh&y Quimby for ~ my scfwo( years me!TWmbf£ 
ontS. Plans - Co~e, !TWVe to f(oric!a. 
Ro9er D. Coffi.n.s 
Don't t.aU ac!van1n9e of what you've 901- You mi!Jftt Cose it and not 
6e a6f£ to 9et it 6ac.k- Friou!s are so precious. Plans - Pfay foot6a!L 
at oo~c, 9fad scfwo( 
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Kay o N aka.ulwa. 
Pfans - stwfy in a girfs' high scfwo( in Japan. 
J. Micfuu( Parker 
" Ffunits are just so1T1£11iin9 that gets your hopes up." - Dennis tht. 
Menace. Pfans - Lundt. 
Bryan W. Heath 
"Nothing makes a pason more procfuctive tfton tht. fast minute." -
Unkmown. Pfans - pfay tennis in corkge in Ari.wna, joumafi.sm. 
Cassandra. lUre Zoerli.ei.tk 
"A frit.nd is a present you give yowself." - a Jortunt. cookie. 
TfiatW to T.Y., and M.K. for everything. Pfans - Trove-' cofkge. 
SheCCy Dawn Q!timby 
You on(y [ive ona, &ut if you [ive Ji9ftt. ona is enougft. Thank you, 
Sftdfey PatWSon. Pfans - Maine Stott. Academy of Hair Desipl. 
Rick A. Mc.GTf90T 
Party a(( night, sfup a(( aay. "Sure." TfiatW to S.T. , T.C., P.£., 
J .W., G.S., C.C., P.W., K.G.B., and to L.W I Cove you. Pfans -
Get a good jo6, get IIUI1l'id, hove a son that wi1f pfay Joot6aff at 
Orono. • 
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Cfuistine L. Ga!fagfier 
It was sai4 to m£ to tnjoy my youtli, 6ut ali I cW! was practice to 6e. 
an aduft. Pfans - U!Jal sttuf~ 
NicfwCas Pearce 
(su Tim Hatjldd) Differenu is, you're goin!J to colfege. Hey, !'[ 6e. 
tftue wfien I get there. The truhoiLSt. stili stotufs. Ni. Pfans · Colfege, 
revive NEM tfwt IOU ova tlie. w~ cuu{ 6e. a " My Littfe. Pony" 
Perer J. Afd:ri.ch 
"They say you're 6eautifu! cuu! tlie.y'[ always Ce.t you in, 6ut tlie. 
c!oors are always cfosro to tlie. diift{ witfwut a trace. of sin." -
R.J.D. Pfans - EMVTI, possibCy tlie. Ponfmu£ Art Schoo( 
Ro6in L. DuBois 
" We come, we. go, cuu{ in 6etwun we try to wufostand." - Rod 
Steiger. Tftanis to B.N., T.L., J.Q, E..H., A.B., S.S., C. G., J. W., 
R.C., D.A., R.M., C. f., cuu{ tlie. rest of my frie.nd"s, I fove you ali! 
Pfans - Colfege, careu, famiLy. 
Mel"attk Joaquin 
Lanu J. Dana. 
Wliat c!o you V!Owl I gnufuatd jiLSt wfien I was gettin!J to lli 
schooL Goo<f. Pfans - Aim Ftigfi. AiT foru.. 
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Tanya 11Tuck.er" Moore 
~gs! Thanks to H.F. and A.Z. for w great tim£5 we've had. "We 
aff have to fose sometimes &cifore we can win; we futve to ay 
somdimes before we can smile." Pfans - &e sucussfu! and happy; 
roCftge and major in veternary medicine. 
Jeffrey Ro&inson 
To wony a fot makts fife too sfiort. Pfans - Pofiu AcadUny. 
Ryan Wiffia.m ECsemore 
Is it tomorrow or just w emf of time? Pfans - CoCftge, W= 
Bros. 
Jennifer Linn TliurCow 
~gs! "Life's a tale tfutt can't 6e tolif, my frudom I fw(i{ hue." -
WZq1pfin. Thanks to H.R., £.H., B.N., T.M., A.B., R. T., and a[ 
my friauls for w memories. Pfans - CoCftge, move out of Maine, 
get a good jo6 and a good lius6aru!. 
Cindy J a.rvis 
" Frwfom's just anothu won£ for~ fqt to fose. " - Janice 
Jopfin. A.B. - seroruf futruf news. Pfans - Someone stofe my 
aystaL 6all, so I aon' t blow. 
Dennis M. Anderson 
Beauty is 6ut a ~lit switch away! Ashes to llSMes, dust to dust, 
there's rw one fqt to party 6ut w &est of us! Pfans - Navy. 
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Efirobetli Ann Genro 
"I'[ ~ver su myself in a mirror with my ryes cfose4." - J.L. & 
].F. Pfans - to spend my Cife. d0if19 something unronventiona£ yet 
pnu:tiroL 
Jason Harris 
"A[ wolf lliU! no play rna.W Jack a ditii 6oy." -Jack Nidiofson. 
Pfans - to 6ecome. ~f editor of the BOSTON GWB£ then retire 
to 6ecome. the stwfy M1I monitor at OHS. 
BrandOn N. Fox 
Prep= fW. a s~ lliU! move fW. a fiomet. Pfans - Co~&, MBA, 
Be a movie. prodUar lliU! 6ecome. a 6wdt 6wn. 
Katja Ingrid Sufetzki 
"Tiiue. is a government schune. c!tsi!JIIllf to M your cfreams." -
Morrisey. Pfans - Nine countries in s~ nays with fiiwbet!i, 
Sfiawn lliU! two golf 6alfs. P .S. Tht. c!riveway cwves. 
Bethany Round 
"L.! .V.£. LN£! Otliowise. you've got notJiin9 to tnfi a6out in the 
Cocku room!" - MmuL Pfans - Co~e, e.nutsive. tmvef, write for 
Davil{ Letterman, many Dave. Fofey, fiave. some. Wfs, c!it. fW. Maw!. 
Wiffiam. A. Brute.( 
Not r&ll1fy. JU-t! 
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Amy AfCison Gray 
Let's iup in touch - Leila, Matt cuu! Dmnis. "A[ ~eriena is an 
arch wliuetliro!J9fi gftams that Wtl1llvdftd: worfd whose mmyin fat!t.s 
fareva cuu! eva wlien I ITWVe." - Tennyson. Pfans - to atWU{ 
scfwoC in CaliforniA cuu! 6uome eitJiu a pe4iatrician or an ob-
stetrician. 
Lars CarCson 
It's a[ fun cuu! games tmtiC someone foses an eye. Nil Pfans -
Wom for LaVcnfiae's as a Chiapet W111119fa in M~. 
Benjamin ACfen 
So . .. wfien are we going to j am? On ne sait jamais (one neva 
bows). Nil Pfans - Groove to Bud4y Ridi, ~ R.oacJi, Gene 
Krupa, Elvin Jones, Jack DtJohnetu, Art Bfakey, Tito Puente, Bill 
Brufon!, Billy Co6fiam, cuu! John Bonftom. 
Jean Whitney 
"Neva get angry at tfie stupid pwpfL." - Enlsure. Pfans -
Co~e, take ova tfie NEW YORK TIMES. 
}«abe£ Safas 
"I rea!Cy tfio1J91it that fove wouU! save us ali. " - john Lennon. 
Pfans - Travel, co~e. 
Theron "Tyrone" Patterson 
"Discipline is neva an au! in itself, on{y a means to an auf. If an 
artist is intm.ste4 in sdf Q:j~TfSSion, you know it's going to stink." 
- RD6at fripp.-Pfans -)au, cinona cuu! fJm studies, trove£. 
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C. Brett Hak. 
"TfiL onLy regrets I fiave are the temptations I re.;istetf. " Thanks tD 
S.T., J. W., R.M., G.S., T.C., C. C., M.S., ruu! especialfy J.Q,, for ail 
the 9reat times . Pfans - Co~e 
Kendra. L. Warner 
" Weli-tinw! silvu:e hath more efoquena tFum spt.t.eh."- Martin F. 
Tupper. Pfans - Ruieve a c!tpu in Cand"scnpe fwrticufture from 
UM<Wte then pw:sue a careu wliich relates Cand"scnpin9 tD interior 
cfewrat:in9. 
Janette L. Q!dnn 
y au aon' t fiave tD c!iL tD 90 tD fiLoven, or fiat'!] arowuf tD 6e 6orn 
119ain, just tum in tD wfiat tfti.s pli= lias 9ot tD offer, 'cause we may 
never 6e fiLre 119ctitL Thank you tD ail my Jrit.ncfs, especialfy T.L. ruu! 
B.H., for ail the 9reat times. T.L., I coufdit' t fiave aone it without 
yo11. Pfans - 9et a c!tpu in 6usiness, then eventuaily 9et ITUI1TWf 
ruu! fiave a family. 
Her6 LeBreton. 
I know on wliich silk my 6mu! is 6uttued:. Pfans - Co~e.. 
Jim McCrum 
Pfans - Co~e, 6ecome an tn9inur, 9et my own firm ruu! 6ecome 
a multimi!Cionaire. 
Mf9a.n. Torrey 
"A[ ~s ~ht ruu! 6eautifu!, ail creatu:re.s 9ret1t ruu! smaJI; ail 
~s wann ruu! worukrfu!, the Lore! Gocf ITttUk them ail." -Cecil F. 
Afexaniu. Thanks L.M., MJ., A. & A.T., W.F., ruu! M.B. - 1 
Cove you ali! Pfans - Co~e, !tUl~Tia9e ruu! a 6eautifu! Cife in the 
country. 
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GabeG~fier 
" Wfiat is our innowtce, wfiat is our guilt? A[ are na.Wf none is 
safe.. And wfiena is C01J109t: tht. unanswmd q.w;tion, tht. resow 
aoubt - cfum6(y caffing, dw)Iy fistming - tftat in misfOl'tllm, even 
cfeatft, enroW119es ot!iu.s and in its !!tfwt, stils tht. soul to 6e strong?" 
- Marianne Moore 
Arline R.tu Teachout 
Han! wort means prosperity; only a foo( idles away fiis time. 
Provafis 12:11 Tfianis to M.T., P.M., C.P. and A.T. far sup-
Pm1in9 me a[ tht. way - you guys are ptat! Pfans - Co~e and 
6erome s=sfuL 
Af19d"ie Marie Commeau 
"Life is nuuk up of sma[ comings and goin9s, and far ev~ 
tftat we taU wWi us, tftue is something tftat we frove 6ehiru!. " -
Haman R.aucha. Tfianis to a[ my cfose friau!s far frovin9 me with 
sudt great mernorits. I am sendin9 a special thank you out to J.D., it 
neva wouU! linve 6een tht. same wWiout you. I fove you!! Pfans -
Attou! a junior 6usiness co~e; 6ecome a travd IJ90tt. 
Benjamin Kif19 
Wfiateva you may ao, my .frioul, wfiateva 6e your goa(, keep your 
eye upon tht. lfo!J9finut and not upon tht. fio(e. Pfans - wfiateva 
they are, they won't linppen in Orono. 
John W. Jordan 
"If you watch a game, it's fun. If you pCay it, it's recreation. If you 
wort at it, it's golf."- Bo6 Hope. Pfans - Co~e, own my own 
sparts fmnc.hise.. 
Tammy Ann You"9 
You can accompfisfi your dreAms only if you are motivawf and 
6efieve in yourself. Tfianis to C.Z. and L.H. far 6ein9 a goocl friou!. 
Pfans- Attou! Airline scfwo~ get a jo6 in tftat area and hopefu/Iy 
stiJl6e wiW). T .. 
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Robin. Ro66ins 
You 9uys are so stupid! Don't caJr mt. t!iat K.R. I Special tJian.ks to 
Mr. M., C.P., K.O., M.H., J.H., M.M., R.P., T.A., J.D., £.D., 
A.f ., K.H., L.O., R. T., H.D., C.£., R.N., P.A., Momma Bear, 
Papa Bear ant{ Baby Bear. PCans - To 6e Miu Macintosh's jaiC 
!JWIIlf when he dOes his 6i!J crime cfeaC in the year 2000. 
ToddTesseo 
Bra.ru!y M. NeveCfs 
L99sl "This is the eruf of tfte innowu:e. " - W ZqpCin. Tfi.ani 
you£.H., J.T., H.R., P.R., antf my parentS foreverytiiins. PCans -
Colk9t to stud"y cfmtaC hy9iwt. 
Timotliy Ha.tfidd 
£very6oay about you is turnin9 into a Smalftd9e (su Nick Pearce). 
PCans - Stud"y music.. 
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ECCen Frances Half 
Eggs! "What wou£4 you do if ... " Pfans - 6e fiappy sua.tSsfu!; 
co~e, major in 6usiness. 
Peter White 
"Life goes oiL" - the Beatft.s. Pfans - Co~e. 
C.D. Farnsworth II 
"As fo"9 as you're 6uJin9." Pfans - fit.ctrica[ work. 
Tonya Kim. La.Chanu 
"Tfte 6est an4 most 6eaurifu! ~s in the worli! cannot 6e sun or 
even to1Jdid. Tliry must 6e felt witliin the fwut." -Helen K&u. 
Tfian.ks to R.C., G. G., an4). Q for the 6est sum.mt:T 6efore our smior 
year. ).Q you're the 6est. Tfian.ks to S.S., Mom, DOl!, ant{ aJI my 
fri=!s for the great memories. 
SIUCby Jean Moores-Spau~ 
" Love in your liwrt wasn' t put there to stay: Love isn't fove tiJr you 
give it away." - Oscm- Hammmtein II. Tfian.ks to T.L., R.D., 
L.M., A. G., an4 the rest of my Jri=fs for aJI the spttia! memories. 
A spttia! tfian.ks to A.H. for aCways 6ei"9 there an4 ~ me. 
Pfans - 6ecome a sua.tSsfuC adtitut an4 proprietor of Spauft!it'!J' s 
R.a4iator after my fatitt:ls retiremott. I also Fwpe to 6e fiappiCy 
IIUI1Tid to Andrew Hllkofa. 
David Brewer 
Pofe vaulters are psycliotU:, cfutnnce rwtiiDS are ins~ to do 6otft 
you fw.ve to fw.v.e a cWtth wish. 
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Annette Renee Teachout 
Your own soul is nourislid wfwt you are Wtd', it is lkstroyetf wfwt 
you are crud. Proveros 11:17 Tfinnh to my parents, an4 D.G. for 
tftt. lOve an4 support you've given rm. ThaAA you M T., P.M., C.P., 
an4 B.f . for always 6eif19 tftt.re. I lOve you guys! P!ims - CoCiege, a 
carur in tftt. metfica{ fidt!, an4 Civ& a fruitful Cife with tftt. man of my 
dreams. 
Dyfan. N. Farnum 
"Don't fet me c:fi& in an automo6if&, I wiUUUI Cie in an open fiei4." -
J.M. P!ims - Birth, copufation, an4 awth. 
John. P . Va~ 
Try an4 you wil! s=w!. P!ims - CoCiege an4 pro footbalL 
Myfinda. B. Hen.d"erson. 
Sa ya on the jTip silk! Special tMnh to H.D., R.R., G.K., W.R., 
J.H., M.O., C.P., J.W., W.W., A.T., K.G., ].G., C.Z., M.M., 
S.L., L.T., J.H., M.O., L.D. an4 to my 6oyfriauf Rici! P!ims -
CoCiege, mise a famiLy . 
Lei!a Anne Munson. 
Risl &v&rything for ftappin&ss. We CAN prove them wrong. I lOve 
you. To my fa.mi!y, Matt, Megan an4 Amy, tMnh for puttin9 up 
with me ali th&se. yerus. P!ims - 6e either a smaii town cfti!dren's a.rt 
Wld!c or 6&eome a. famous fashion lksignu stortif19 my own 
company calietf Le.i!a Lif19erit.. 
Sven. Kenyon. Bonnic.hsen. 
"No wliy. Just ftm." - Jolin Cage. Pa.y attention; THIS is fun. 
P!ims - Write an4 pe.iform dutric opau, pu6Cisli phifospliy, an4 
Cive untiL I cUe. 
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}ofin Wi((uun St. Germain 
Life is always a 6i9 c.haCiutge 6ecause you have to always Uep 
trying if you don' t fike t!Jin9. Pfans - 6wm~£ sucassjuf in 
whatever I want to 6e, hoptful!y an acrountant for my own 6usiness . 
Mark. .E. WaCker 
Now I'm hat. So!'[ 6e 9011£. My Uu:k to a[ in a[ to C.OmL I can't 
say I' [ 6e sat! to 90, so I' [ su you arowul this 6<lrin9 town. Pfans -
N~. 
Adam. Hefsfey 
Penny}. Moquin 
Don't taU s~ as 6W19 forever, 6ecause forever is only as 
~ as today. Thanks to a[ my friou!s, espttiaiiy B. f . ant! H.O. 
you're the ~t. Afso t.liaAA you to my parents - I ~~£Ver would" 
have nuufe it wit1iout you. Pfans - Co~e, careu, 1Tl111Til19e. !atu a 
famiLy. 
}utk A . Und"erfiiC£ 
Slie was cut out to 6e an 11119el, 6ut someone stofe the pattmt. Pfans 
- 6e a doctor. 
Matthew McArthur Ross 
"You can' t act [ike a s Rwti wit1iout someone' s 9ettin9 wuuf of it." 
Lorene Woriman. Pfans - Co~e, careu, family . 
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PliiCip ]am£S Smith. 
Sttufy fu111f, aruf five welT, aon' t sliu:k off or 6e fate. Forfow this aruf 
you'[ go far . .. uu =. Pfans - to five. 
Heidi Mae BeyCerian 
Cara Pesca.rino (witfi Ro6in. Ro6-
6in.s) 
Su ya, to aff of tk cfisgusrin9fy worukifu! pwpCe. I ~w! Thanks to 
R.R., K.G., M.H., J.D., £.0., M.M., B.H., J.W., aruf J.M. fora fot 
of smouy car rufes. ACso thanks to A.T., A.T., L.M., A.G., aruf 
R.R. for a wonkifu£6irtfufay. Pfans - 6uifc{ a sta6Ce. aruf ricfe ftorses 
as wei[ as train tkm. 
Waiter 11 B(adi Wolfe" Ryan. 
No pro6Cem. Pfans - Pfiotogmplier for tk B11119or DaiLy News. 
Cfiristoplier FCorey 
"The stupii 6efieve that to 6e trutftJuf is easy; onLy tk artist, tk 
great artist, knows fiow cfijficult it is ." - Wiffa S. Carter. Pfans -
Work on my art aruf cont:inu£ my ufuauion. 
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4 flfrs. Gilles's seventh period class who couldn't walt for 
graduation: Chris Cameron, Matt Florey, Brett lfale, fife· 
lanie Kelshaw, Mike Macintosh, Phil Smith, /Vancy Gilles. 
Bruce. Gotfirow 
Keitli Mason 
Jerry Howard 
Mar9aret R. Arsenauft 
It's niu to oe oaci wnue I 6efo"9. Thanks to ali tftt. great friuu!s 
who liave rruufe tftt. fast fow- years tftt. &est. Pfans - wom, oolkge. 
4 A team of yesteryear:O) Ben Allen. Ryan Elsemore. Bill 
Beutel, Scott Thibodeau. Lars Carlson. Chad Eddy (2)Arthur 
Ford. Coach. Greg Sivik. John Jordan. Tim lfatfield. Scott Is· 
mail. 
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CAUTIO!Y·YEAR 
In the year 2000, most of us will be someplace outside of OHS, scattered all 
over. We took a quick glance ahead in time to find out what everyone was up to. 
Mans Aberg: won the gold for his freestyle skiing in the 25th Olympiad. 
Peter Aldrich: in the process of building the second ark. 
Ben Allen: cutting a record exploring African rhythms and jamming with the 
natives. 
Dennis Anderson : making lots of money. 
Amanda Bear: hosting the talk show " Second Hand News." 
Heidi Beylerian: taking her son to Boy Scouts. 
Bill Beutel: broke the world record for the triple jump at the 25th Olympiad. 
Sven Bonnichsen: still putting off doing his 1990 taxes. 
David Brewer: still trying to grow. 
Chris Cameron: lost his bid for the Supreme Soviet because his extra-marital 
affairs were exposed. 
Lars Carlson: is mayor of Grecoville. 
Travis Caruso: finally found all his missing Physics homework. 
Roger Collins: is the new OHS athletic director. 
Angel Commeau: making millions after succesfully turning Glenburn into an-
other Old Orchard Beach. 
Lance Dana: won the 25 million dollar jackpot in a lottery. 
LeeAnn DeCora: was elected as governor of Indian Island. 
Heidi Dekanich: took over Governor's last year and has made it into a national 
chain. 
Robin DuBois: is an Army General but takes weekends off to work as a 
bartender in the Bahamas. 
Ryan Elsemore: is still trying to finish his Western Ideals essays. 
C. D. Farnsworth: opened a Pat's in Washington D.C. is making millions charging 
congressmen $30 for a pizza. 
Dylan Farnum: building igloos for fishermen in Alaska. 
Chris Florey: sold his latest painting for a record $70 million. 
Alan Forsythe: married the sister of Christie Brinkley. 
Brandon Fox: is the first movie mogul from Maine. 
Christine Gallagher: has overtaken Brooke Shields as America 's foremost 
model. 
Beth Genco: is in hiding from the Shriner's clowns who are trying to ruin her life. 
Amy Gray: working the graveyard shift at 7-11. 
Brett Hale: got thrown out of the Boston Bruins for sleeping through practice. 
Ellen Hall: is the first governor of Maine to have a balanced budget. 
Jay Harris: running the most succesful chain of Dunkin' Donuts in the Soviet 
Union. 
Bryan Heath: replaced Marv Albert. 
Tim Hatfield: is lead sax in the foremostjazz band in Cleveland. 
Adam Helsley: is still trying to get people to notice him. 
Mylinda Henderson: she's having fun, but she's not so sure about what she's 
doing. We couldn 't figure it out either. 
Lisa Higgins: married a Harley gang leader. 
Jerry Howard: is the leading Biochemist at Stanford. 
Cindy Jarvis: is a professional cheerleader plotting to dispose of her rich 
husband to get his estate. 
Melanie Joaquin: got married after graduation and later ran off with a bus 
repairman. 
John Jordan: is a narrator for a bad mime company. 
Scott Kigas: evicted the mall and resold the property to Greenpeace. 
Ben King: is ten years older. 
Michelle Knowles: is a stand up commedienne in Chicago. 
Tonya LaChance: is the third wife of Donald Trump. 
Herbie LeBretton: designing an engine to win the Indy 500. 
Hayley Martin: threw her father's keys into the Penobscot in an effort to get him 
off his tractor. He threw her in after them. 
Keith Mason: trying to graduate from Voc school while moonlighting as a cat 
burgler. 
Jim McCrum: captaining the Exxon Valdez II. 
Rick McGregor: in training to beat Buster Douglas for the heavyweight battle of 
the world. 
Lisa McPeek: is teaching the joys of the clarinet to fifth graders in Zimbabwe. 
Tanya Moore: is the dean of physical education at UM. 
Penny Moquin: after taking a growth pill , she is now over seven feet tall and 
owns a nickel factory in New York. 
Leila Munson: after making her first billion, she now traverses the globe playing 
Robin Hood. 
Todd Nadeau: just cracked a million dollar drug ring as sheriff of Penobscot 
county. 
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Brandy Nevells: was champion spokesperson on Starsearch '99. 
Mike Parker: was the first person to win the Indy 500 driving a Yugo. (He used 
Herbie LeBretton 's engine.) 
Shelley Patterson: married happily and living the Great American Dream. 
Theron Patterson: heads up Johnson Control thermostat security development 
division. appears in Quaker Oats ads with Wilfred Brimley, and is married to 
Jane Pauley. 
Nick Pearce: lost in the final round to the Chinese in the Olympic Snogball 
competition. 
Cara Pescarino: owns the largest car cleaning business in Providence and 
makes millions. 
Shelly Quimby: works in a beauty salon in Monmouth and has a husband and 
two kids. 
Janette Quinn: married her true love, Eirik Kellogg. and set up a weather station 
in plantation TR.30. 
Walter Ryan: is a corprate raider and took over McDonald 's. 
Jeff Robinson: is working with Todd Nadeau to break up a spy ring in Taunton. 
Robin Robbins: is perfecting a formula to make Cara Pescarino grow. 
Matt Ross: just cut a new album " Mix-Master-Matt and Bone Chillin ' Ton." 
Beth Roundy: Arranging the ELVIS comeback with Nick Pearce as the opening 
act singing his hit " Nobody Likes Us. " 
Hilary Roy: was chosen Playmate of the Year. 
Sessa Salas: is a medium for President Spaulding. 
Greg Sivik: is Dan Quayle's replacement. 
Phil Smith: runs a Happy Wheels chain in Canada. selling his pornographic 
novels on the side. 
Shelby Spaulding: was elected President last November with Greg Sivik as her 
VP. 
Bill St. Germain: picked a wife out of a hat and plays football for the Denver 
Broncos while not writing. 
Kaya Suletzki: is still sleeping it off. but her driveway was straightened by Beth 
Genco who got tired of digging out her car. 
Annette Teachout: is a head nurse. Her husband left her when he found out she 
earned twice as much as he did. 
Arlene Teachout: married a postmaster and receives free samples of every-
thing. 
Todd Tesseo: NY artist who has developed a form of alternate education. 
Scott Thibodeau: is making money by patenting his new brand of chewing 
tobacco which tastes great and is less filling. 
Jennie Thurlow: living in the middle of the woods, naked, eating bark off trees. 
Megan Torrey: manages Shaw's and married a millionaire who owns a stable. 
Julie Underhill: runs the R.O.T.C. 
John Vandez: has become a couch potato who watches nothing but Bill St. 
Germain's games and tapes of them. 
Mark Walker: checks stores to see if they are burglar proof. 
Kendra Warner: holds the world record for speed talking at 500 words per 
minute. 
Shannon Whelan: is the new lead singer for " Throbbing Bristle." 
Peter White: replaced his father when he retired. 
Jean Whitney: took over the Washington Post and discovered that President 
Spaulding had conned the Kiwanis into giving her a million dollar campaign 
contribution. 
Jeremy Wood: will fight heavyweight champion Rick McGregor in the " Battle of 
the Century. " 
Robin Worster: is teaching at Asa. 
Tammy Young: runs a nea market in New Hampshire. 
Cassi Zoerheide: runs Cassi's Cab in Glenburn . 
..,. .6. .6. ..,. Chris Cameron is thrilled to join the class . 
..,. ..,. .&. .&. The soccer team gathers on a sunny day . 
..,. ..,. ..,. .&. Seniors Tonya LaChance. Hilary Roy. Tanya Moore. Ellen Hail. 
Robin DuBois. Angel Commeau, Amanda Bear. Shelby Spau ld ing. Jen-
nie Thurlow, Janette Quinn. and Hayley Martin spice up lunch . 
..,. .&. .6. Arlene Teachout. Kendra Warner. and Lars Carlso n take part in 
the NHS ceremony . 
..,. .6. Ftndlng her notes amusing. Bet h Round crack s a grin in Con· 
temporary Issues . 
..,. ..,. ..,. ..,. Splintering under st re ss. Bill Be utel cuts loose . 
..,. ..,. ..,. Shelby Spaulding enjoys a mome nt with Andy Hakola . 
..,. ..,. Shelly Quimby looks up in freshman Innocence . 
..,. In an effort to see through the trees. Jennie Thurlow climbs on top 
of Hilary Roy. 
Prophecies/ 151 
.,. Physics students experiment 
in sm ile-energy. 
T /'iHS inductees pledge them· 
selves to high ideals. 
A A Ben King emerges from the 
deep. 
A A .,. Melanie Joaquin consid· 
ers the finer points of algebra. 
A A .,. .,.. Lance Dana before his 
first cup of coffee. 
A A .,. .,. .,. Brandon Fox ponders 
higher planes. 
A Lunch time hallway 
haunters. Roger Collins and 
Lee Ann DeCora. 
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A Cupid's mistake, Brett Hale and Jen· 
nifer Kelly. 
.,. The sand was a litUe softer than Kaf/a 
Suletzki first thought. 
COMBOS ~SOLOS 
..,. Chris Cameron wonders why Jen PeUeritiis so happy. 
T Guardians of the Roclc, Keith Mason. Lisa Higgins. 
Karlene Oonyar and Bruce Oothrow • 
.& Hagley Martin flnds Dennis Ander· 
son's remarks amusing • 
..,. Pondering topics for her next West· 
ern essay. Jean Whitney comes up 
blanlc. 
..,. ..,. ..,. With Eagle 
Scout added to hls 
list of laurels. Matt 
Ross grins for the 
BDIY photographer • 
..,. ..,. Dylan Farnum, 
soccer player ex· 
traordinaire • 
..,. Deciding that 
that report lsn 't 
reaUg due on Mon· 
day, Robin, Rob-
bins anticipates the 
weekend • 
.& Tanya Moore, Jennie Thurlow and 
Brandy !Yeoells soak up the atmos-
phere of Pat's • 
Caru!Ufs I 15 3 
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A A Tonga LaChance 
A A A ... Myllnda Hen-
derson 
A A ... Amy Gray 
A !Vlck Pearce 
A ..,. ffockettes 
..,. Chris l'lorey 
..,. ..,. Penny Moquin 
Baby I 154 ..,. Brandy !Vevells 
<Ill Kendra Warner 
<Ill Poster child for Flower Power, Leila 
flf1Ul50n. 
~ Janette Quinn 
~ ~ Robin Worster and Melanie Joaquin 
A Chris CJallagher 
<Ill Usa flfcPeelc 
Pictures 1 15 5 
Itineraries 
Mans Aberg: AFS 12; Soccer 12; Indoor Track 
12 
Peter Aldrich: Football 9 
Ben Allen: NHS 11, 12; High Honors 9, 11, 12; 
Honors 10; French NHS 11, 12; Baush & Lomb Sci-
ence Award 11; Newspaper 11, 12; NEML 10, 11, 12; 
Math Team 10, 11, 12; French Club 12; Chess Team 
10; Musical 10, 11; Cabaret 9, 10, 11, 12; Band 9, 10, 
11, 12; Stage Band 9, 10, 11, 12; All-State Music 11, 
12; District v 9, 10, 11, 12; Orchestra 10, 11, 12; 
Soccer9,10,11, 12 
Dennis Anderson: Football 9, 10. 11, 12 
Amanda Bear: student Council 10. 12; Peer 
Support 12; Jr. Prom Committee 11; Key Club 10, 11; 
Co-op 11 
Bill Beutel: Boys· State 11; Yearbook 12; Snr. 
Play 12; Dirigo Search and Rescue 9; Football 9; Bas-
ketball 9. 10, 11; Indoor Track 11, 12; Spring Track 9, 
10, 11, 12; Soccer10, 11, 12 
Sven Bonnichsen: Nat. Merit Finalist 12; 
Nat. Merit Commended Scholar 12; High Honors 9, 10, 
11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Newspaper 9, 11, 12; Yearbook 9, 
10, 11, 12 (Co-editor); Enclave 9, 10, 11, 12; NEML 9 , 
10, 11, 12; Math Team 9, 10, 11, 12; Speech and 
Debate 9; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; AFS 10, 11, 12; 
Chess Team 9; Snr. Play 12; Musical 9, 10. 11, 12; 
Drama Club 10, 11, 12; Cabaret 9, 10, 11, 12; Vol-
unteer Tutor 9, 10, 12; Chorus 10, 11, 12; Tennis 10; 
Maine Mall Art Contest. Youth for Understanding 
scholarship to Japan 
David Brewer: Honors 9, 10. 12; Newspaper 
11, 12; Yearbook 12; Volunteer Tutor 9; Cross-
Country 11, 12; Indoor Track 11, 12; Spring Track 10, 
11, 12; Eagle Scout 
Chris Cameron: Football 10. 11, 12; Bas-
ketball 10, 11, 12; Baseball11, 12 
Lars Carlson: Nat. Merit Commended Schol-
ar 12; High Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; Book Awards 9. 11; 
French NHS 11, 12; Student Council 10, 11; 'News-
paper 9, 11, 12; Yearbook 11, 12; Enclave 10, 11, 12; 
NEML 10, 11, 12; Math Team 10, 11, 12; Jr Prom 
Committee 11, French Club 11, 12; Science Camp 
Counselor 11, 12; Chess Team 10; Snr. Play 12; Vol-
unteer Tutor 11; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Band 10, 
11; Indoor Track 10; Spring Track 9; Soccer 9, 10, 11, 
12; Tennis 11; Hugh 0 ' Brian Delegate 10 
Travis Caruso: Football 9, 10. 12; Spring 
Track 9; 
Roger Collins: Football 9, 10. 12; Baseball 9, 
11, 12; Basketball 10; Indoor Track 12; Baseball PVC 
Honorable Mention 
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A A A Beth Round 
A A LeeAnn Decora 
• llitary Roy 
A A and A Ryan Elsemore and Jennie 
Thurlow 
A A A A Jim McCrum 
A A A Tonga and Demlan Moore 
A A Ryan Elsemore 
A Jennie Thurlow 
Angel Commeau: Honors 9, 11. 12; Yearbook 12; J r Prom Committee 11; Key 
Club 9, 10 , 11; Cheering 11 
Lance Dana: Honors 9; Key Club 12; Dirigo Search and Rescue 9, 11. 12; voc 11; co-
op 11, 12 
LeeAnn DeCora: Snr Play; Basketball Manager 9, 10 
Heidi Dekanich: Honors 9; Key Club 9; Basketball 9; Softball 9, 10, 11; Basketball 
Manager and Statistician 10 
Robin Dubois: Student Council 10; Yearbook 12; SADD 10, 11; J r Prom Committee 
11; Basketball 9; Softball 9; Football Manager 9 
Ryan Elsemore: Nat Merit commended Scholar 12; Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; student 
Council 9; Newspaper 11, 12; Cabaret 11, 12; Stage Band 12; Golf 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11 
CD Farnsworth: VICA 12; voc 9, 10. 11. 12 
Dylan Farnum: Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Boys' State 11; Student Council9, 
10, 11; Newpaper 12; Spanish Club 12; Snr Play 12; Cabaret 10, 11, 12; Class President 9; Ice 
Hockey9,10, 11, 12; Soccer9,10,11,12 
Chris Florey: Newspaper 12; Enclave 11. 12; Library Mural 
Alan Fors.11the: Student Council 9; Cabaret 9; Basketball 9; Baseball 11; Spring 
Track 9, 10, 12;~occer 9, 10, 11, 12; Manager 9; Scorekeeper 9 , 10; Yearbook 12 
Brandon Fox: Yearbook 11; AFS 11; Newspaper 11; Golf10; Basketball9; Soccer 9; 
Tennis 9, 10 
Chris Gallagher: Orchestra 9; Swimming 9, 10 
Beth Genco: Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Council 10, 11, 12; Newspaper 11, 12; 
Yearbook 11; Enclave 11; French Club 11, 12; AFS 10, 11, 12; Musical10, 11, 12; Key Club 9; 
Band 9, 10; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Swimming 9, 10; Softball 9; Rainbow Girls 
Amy Gray: Nat Merit Commended Scholar 12; Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; DAR 
Good Citizenship Award 12; Girls' State 11; Student Council10, 11; Yearbook 11, 12; NEML 
11; Math Team 11; Peer Support 11; AFS 10; Cabaret 10; Volunteer Tutor 12; Spring Track 9; 
Soccer 10, 11; Cheering 12 
Brett Hale: Honors 9; Student Council 9, 10; Newspaper 11; Class Treasurer 9, 10, 11; 
Football 9; Ice Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 9, 10; All-State Ice Hockey 10 
Ellen Hall: Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; Book Award 9; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Yearbook 10, 11; SADD 9; Jr Prom Committee 11; Snr Play 12; Key Club 9; Class President 
10, 11, 12; Class VP 9; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 10, 
11; Softball 9; PVC Ail-Star Field Hockey twice; All State Field Hockey 11; Olympic Field 
Hockey 11 
Jay Harris: Honors 11, 12; Student Council10; Newspaper 11, 12; Yearbook 12; Snr. 
Play 11, 12; Musical11, 12; Cabaret 10, 11, 12; 1-Act 9, 11, 12; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Ice Hockey 
9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 9; Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer Trainer 10, 11, 12 
Tin Hatfield: Honors 12; Newspaper 12; Math Team 9; Cabaret 9 , 10, 11; Cof-
feehouse 10; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; All-State Music 12; Cross Country 10; Swimming 9, 10, 
Tennis 12 
Bryan neath: Honors 9, 10, 11; Book Awards 10, 11; Boys' State 11; Student 
Counci110; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; AFS 11, 12; Snr Play 12; Football 9; Basketball 9, 10, 
11; Indoor Track 11, 12; Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12 
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Mylinda Henderson: Key Club 11. 12; Yearbook 12 
Cindy Jarvis: Honors 12; Snr. Play 12 
Melanie Joaquin: SADD 11; Jr. Prom comm. 11 
John Jordan: Honors 9; Golf10, 11, 12; Basketball 9; Indoor 
Track 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12 
Melanie Kelshaw: Co-op 11; Softball 9; Basketball Man· 
ager9 
ScoU Kigas: Yearbook 10; Basketball9 
Ben King: Honors 9, 10. 11. 12; Newpaper 11; NEML 9, 10, 11, 
12; Math Team 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 11; Band 9, 10, 11; 
Swimming 9, 10, 11 
Michelle Knowles: voc 9, 11; co-op 11; Chorus 9 
Ton.11a LaChance: Honors 9, 11; Girls' State 11; Newspaper 
11; SA15D 10, 11; Jr. Prom Comm. 11; Spring Track 9; Cheering 9, 10, 
11, 12 
llerb LeBreton: Honors 9; Football 9 
Mike Macintosh: Co-op 11; Chorus 9 , 10; Indoor Track 10 
llayley Martin: Honors 12; Jr. Prom Comm. 11; Football 9; 
Field Hockey 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 9, 10 
Keith Mason: Dirigo Search & Rescue 10, 11; Voc 10, 11; Co· 
op 11; Football 9; Basketball 9, 10, 11; Baseball 9 
Jim McCrum: Spring Track 9; Soccer 9, 10. 11, 12 
Tanua Moore: SADD 11; Jr. Prom comm. 11; Swimming 10. 
12; Indoor Track 9; Spring Track 9 , 10, 12; Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 
Penny Moquin: Honors 9, 12; Jr. Prom Comm. 11; Bas· 
ketball 9, 10, 11; Softball 9, 10, 11; Soccer 10, 11, 12 
Rick McGregor: Football 9, 10. 11, 12; Basketball 9; Base-
ball9, 10, 11 
Leila Munson: Honors 9, 12; Student Council 9, 10, 12; 
Yearbook 10, 11, 12; Enclave 12; SADD 11; Tutoring 11, 12; Jr. Prom 
Comm. 11; French Club 11, 12; Spanish Club 12; AFS 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Chess Team 9; Cabaret 9, 10, 12; Key Club 9; Field Hockey 9; 
Swimming 9, 10, 11; Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12; Cheering 12 
Lisa McPeek: Honors 11; Enclave 10; Band 9, 10. 11, 12; All· 
State Music 9; District V 9; Chorus 9, 10, 11; Orchestra 9, 11, 12 
Todd !Vadeau: Band 9, 10. 11. 12 
Kayo lYakazawa: AFS 12; Chorus 12; Musical 12 
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A A A Kafia Suletzld A A .,.. Alan Forsythe 
A A .,.. Todd f'lladeau and Brandon Fo.x 
A Ellen Hall 
4 4 .4 .4 Bryan ffeath ..4 ..4 ..4 Annette and Al'fene 
Tuchout 
..4 .4 Lance Dana 
..4 Amanda Bear 
Brandy lVevells: Class Vice Pres. 11, 12; Jr. Prom Comm. 11; Field Hockey 9; 
Cross Country 10; Swimming 9, 10, 11; Spring Track 9, 12 
Mike Parker: Honors 10, 12; Boys' State 11; Science Camp Counselor 12; 
Football11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball Scorekeeper 11, 12 
Theron Patterson: Newspaper 12; Musical12, snr. Play 12; Swimming 9, 10, 
11,12 
lVick Pearce: Nat. Merit Commended Scholar 11; Honors 9 , 12; NHS 11, 12; High 
Honors 10, 11; French NHS 11, 12; Language Book Award 10; Student Council :;,, .LO; 
Yearbook 11, 12; Math Team 11, 12; French Club 11, 12; Science Camp Counselor 11; 
Cabaret 10, 11; Class Tres. 12; Ice Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer 
9,10,11,12 
Cara Pescarino: Honors 9; Office work 10, 12 
Shelly Quimby: voc 11, 12 
Janette Quinn: Nespaper 11; SADD 11; Jr. Prom Comm. 11; Key Club 10; 
Cheering 11, 12 
Robin Robbins: Key Club 9, 10; Chorus 9, 10, 11, 12; Cheering 9, 10, 11 
Matt Ross: Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; Boys' State 11; Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Yearbook 11, 12 (sports editor); Math Team 11, 12; French Club 11, 12; Snr. Play 12; 
Musical11; Cabaret 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9, 10; Indoor Track 11, 12; Spring Track 9 , 
10, 11, 12; Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Eagle Scout 
Beth Round: Student Council 9, 10, 11, 12; Newspaper 11, 12; Enclave 11, 12; Jr. 
Prom Comm. 11; Snr. Play 12; Golf 9; Swimming 9, 10 
llilarg Roy: Student Council 10; Jr. Prom Comm. 11; Key Club 10; Class Sec. 9, 
11, 12; Swimming 9, 10; Indoor Track 11, 12; Spring Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer 9, 10, 11, 
12 
Walter Ryan: Honors 12; Newpaper 9, 11, 12; Yearbook 9, 10, 11, 12; Cabaret 10, 
11; Dirigo Search & Rescue 9; Co-op 12; Band 9, 10, 11, 12; District v 9, 10, 11; Chorus 9, 
10, 11; All-State Music 11; Orchestra 9, 10, 11; Indoor Track 9; Spring Track 9, 10, 11; 
Video 9, 10, 11, 12 
Sessa Salas: Honors 11, 12; Student Council 9; Newpaper 12; Yearbook 11; 
SADD 9; Spanish Club 11, 12; Snr. Play 12; Musical 9; Cabaret 9;Chorus 9; Basketball 9, 
10,11,12;Softball9,10,11,12;Soccer9,11,12 
Greg Sivik: Football 9, 10; Indoor Track 9; Spring Track 9, 10, 11 
Shelh,ll Spaulding: Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 11, 12; SADD 11; Jr. Prom 
Comm. 1T: Tutoring 11, 12; Basketball 9; Spring Track 9, 10; Soccer 9; Ice Hockey 
Manager 11; Ice Hockey Stats 11 
Bill St. Germain: High Honors 9, 10, 11; Honors 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; 
Baseball 9 , 10, 11 
Kafja Sutetzki: Honors 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Newpaper 11; French Club 12; 
AFS 9, 10, 11, 12; Musical 9, 11; Drama Club 9, 10; Cabaret 9; District V 11; Chorus 9, 10, 
11, 12; German Club 10, 11; Ice Hockey Stats 9, 10, 11, 12 
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Annette Teachout: High Honors 9 , 10; Honors 11, 12; SADD 9, 10. 11; Jr. Prom 
Comm. 11; Tutoring U ; AFS 10, 11, U ; Field Hockey 10, 11, U ; Basketball Manager 9 
Arlene Teachout: Honors 9 , 10. 11, U ; SADD 9, 10. 11; Jr. Prom comm. 11; AFS 10. 
11, 12; Field Hockey 10, 11, 12 
Todd Tesseo: Honors 10; Football 9, 10. 11 
Scott Thibodeau: Honors 12; Football 9; Basketball 9 , 10, 11; Soccer 10 
Megan Torrey: Honors 9, 10; Orchestra 9; Swimming 9, 10; Horseback Riding 9 , 10, 
11,12 
Mirko Sulk: Soccer u 
Julie Underhill: Honors 9, 10. 11, 12; Jr. ROTC 10, 11 
John Vandez: Tutoring U; Football 9 , 10, 11; Manager 10 
Mark Walker: Honors 9, 10. 11. u 
Kendra Warner: Honors 9 , 10. U ; NHS 12; Student Council 9, 10, 11, U; Newspaper 
9 , 11, 12; Yearbook 10, 11; Spanish Club 11; Cabaret 10, 11, U; Key Club 9; Orchestra 9; Field 
Hockey 10, 11, 12; Indoor Track 10, 11; Spring Track 9, 10; Cheering 9 
Shannon Whelan: co-op 11 
Peter White: Co-op 9; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Indoor Track U ; Spring Track 11 
Jean Whitney: High Honors 10, 11; Honors 9, 12; NHS 11, U; History Book Award 9; 
Girls' State 11; Newspaper 9, 11, U; Yearbook 10, U (Editor-in-Chief); Enclave 9, 12; Spanish 
Club 9; AFS 10, 11, U ; Science Camp Counselor 11; Snr. Play 11, U ; Musical10, 11, 12; Drama 
Club 9, 10; 1-Act 9 , U ; Band 9, 10, 11; Orchestra 10, 11; Ice Hockey Stats 10, 11, U ; BON 
Column 9, 10. 11, U 
Jeremy Wood: Football 9, 10; Basketball 9, 10; Baseball 11 
Robin Worster: Basketball Manager 9; Basketball Stats 9 
Tammy Young: voc 11; co-op 12 
Cassi Zoerheide: Enclave 10, 11; SADD 9; Musical 10; Drama Club 9; Chorus 10; 
Swimming 9, 10, 11; Softball Manager 10 
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A lferb LeBreton and Melanie Joa-
quin 
.,.. Jean Whitney 
l' Brandon Fox 
A A A Cassl Zoerhelde 
A A lfllary Roy A Penny Moquin 
.A .A Angel Commeau 
.A Leila Munson 
.A.AAmyOray 
.A Tammy Young 
T Jean Whitney 
.AMaURoss 
~Amanda Bear 
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Dr. and Mn. !Xlbert Allen 
Mr. and Mn. StePhen Smith 
Mr. and Mn. Ulrkh l+1<:kl 
Mr. and Mn. Walter tian15 
Mr. and Mn. Thanas Jlern' 
Mr. Lam' IDerthlaume 
Mr. and Mn. LawrerKe ~entura 
Mr. and Mn. The«k>re CUrtis 
Mr. and Mn. ~ewal l>urt 
Mr. and Mn. Amr Ismail 
Mr. Le~ IXlU 
Sherw()C)d and Jadde Tuell 
.JudY and AI WhHneY 
Gevroe and Susan (;r"()yer 
Grant's Dairy 
The Jlrtnt SIKP 
()()doe sales and Sernce 
Jlaul's ~staurant 
, 
Watering Hole 
OPEN2NIGHTS 
Dinner Served Daily 4-1 0 pm 
HAPPY HOUR Nachos in Lounge 
Mon.-Fri. 4-7 pm 
TAKE-OUT ORDERS AVAILABLE 
15 Mill St., Orono, Maine · 866·4863 
M.ldlael and .Judith !Xlund 
keo and Ul Sla1e 
Mr. and Mn. Loo JlellertU 
IDrud and SWtlY fdoer 
M.r. and Mn.!Xlbert IDaYer 
Mr. ()()nald C«Jta 
M.r. and Mn. Walter 4boott 
Mr. and Mn. ,.,eal tiallee 
M.r. and Mn. ..klhn Fad 
Mr. ~ay Cf:Jta 
..klhn and card C«Jwte 
~Druce and Terrt LOCke 
Mr. and Mn. ()()nald l+111ette 
l<;endall and sandra warner 
Labree's IDak.eO' 
Dr. (;u.,- Farren 
.Jdm's TI'"IKk and 4ul() 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS 0 F 1990 
from 
MARK P. BOYD 
D.D.S. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS 0 F 1990 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
L&A 
MARKET 
Mill street 
Orono 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS 0 F 1990 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
OLD TOWN LODGE NO. 1287 
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS 
OLD TOWN, MAINE 04468 
BEST WISHES 
TO THE 
CLASS OF '90 
FROM 
THOMAS 
INSURANCE 
& REAL ESTATE, 
INC. 
86 MAIN STREET 
ORONO, MAINE 04473 
866-3677 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ATTORNEY AND 
MRS. 
DANA C. DEVOE 
DANA C. DEVOE 
JOSEPH P. DEVOE 
ROBERT A. DEVOE 
MARY C. DEVOE 
ELIZABETH A. DEVOE 
THERESE M. DEVOE 
PAUL C. DEVOE 
1951 
1981 
1984 
1984 
1986 
1989 
ORONO FAMILY 
MEDICINE 
MICHAEL B. BRUEHL, MD, PA 
291 MAJN ST. 
ORONO, MAJNE 
866-5531 
YOU ARE OUR SPECIALTY 
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COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
O.H.M.H. POST 84 
ORGANIZED JANUARY 11 , 1920 
DR. F. S. SPRATT 
FIRST COMMANDER 
164 I AdS 
AMOS~ 
UNUSUAL 
:%!SS1,4~~ 
GOVERNOR'S GOES 
THE EXTRA STEP ... 
If you happen to drive by Governor's in Stillwater or Bangor at 4 
in the morning, you will see cars parked in the parking lot. These 
cars belong to our bakers that are inside making fresh bread, rolls, 
pies, and selecting specials of the day. Not many restaurants go 
the extra step (it's much easier to take something out of the 
freezer) . One of the reasons Governor's restaurants are so busy is 
that our customers can tell the difference. 
643 Broadway, Bangor- 947-3113 Stillwater Ave., Stillwater- 827-4277 
R. M. FLAGG 
COMPANY 
Food Setvice Equipment 
1212 State Strut 
Baf190r, ME 04401 
THE HAIR AFTER 
3 Mill Street 
Orono 
Precision Style Cuts 
866-4647 
Open 
Mon.-Sat. 
Evenings 
by Appt. Jerry Wfiitefiouse, President 
945-9463 
1-800-432-7814 TANNING BEDS 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF l990 
FROM 
READ'S BAKERY 
348 No. Main Street 
Old Town, ME 04468 
827-2658 
The. Baf190T 
_Ski~_, 
Rack 
Maim Square Ma!f 
945-6474 
OLDTOWN 
FURNITURE 
COMPANY 
(207} 827-2188 
Medium and High 
Grade 
Furniture 
44 N. Main St. 
Old Town, ME 04468 
Evelyn M. Dubay 
Pres.-Treas. 
AdS I 165 
SPECIALIST IN RESIDENTIAL 
GARDENS AND 
ORNAMENTAL GARDENS 
866-3448 
CORNER OF FOREST AND STILLWATER AVES. 
Compfime.nts of 
MILLER DRUG 
210 State Street 
Bar19or1 Maine 04401 
For De!ivery of 
Your Heaftfi Nwfs in 
The. Orono Area. 
947-8369 
BEST WISHES TO THE 
CLASS OF 1990 
m '~~(~ T\Jew England Health Search Physician Recruitment Consultants 
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VISIT US IN 
ORONO 
YARMOUTH 
AUGUSTA 
AUBURN 
PORrLAND 
TOPSHAM 
FARMINGTON 
SCARBOROUGH 
PEMBROKE PINES (FL.) 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS 0 F 1990 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ORONO FLORAL 
BOUTIQUE 
38 Main Street 
Orono, Maine 
866-3557 
BEST WISHES 
FOR THE CLASS 
OF 1990 
BANGOR SAVINGS 
BANK 
Offkesin: 
B11n9or (3) 
Belfast Brewer 
Dover- FOII'c.ro.ft 
Eastport ECCswortfi 
GreenviCCe HouCton 
Orono 
1 08 State St. 
Bangor, ME 0440 1 
945-9304 
356 N. Main St. 
Old Town, Maine 
827-5425 
Portraits - Weddings - Year books 
J&M 
STUDIO 
60 N. Main Street 
Old Town, ME 04468 (207) 827-4550 
Jim Nelligan 
"The Nicest Man in the Business" 
ORIENTAL DANG 
RESTAURANT 
AmerkAn& 
Cliinue 
footl. Eat in or Tah 
out. 
Lundi & Dinner. 
1413 State St. 
Ve4Uk, ME 
04401 
945-3524 
Mon.-Fri. lla.m.-9pm 
Sat. & Sun. 4fl'"'9flm 
EDIE'S HAIR 
FASHIONS 
Cuts 
Men's Cuts 
Frostings 
Perms 
Pushaw Road 
Glenburn 
942-8095 
COCA-COLA 
BOTTLING CO. 
Of BANGOR 
91 Dowd Road 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
Gan'tBeat 
The ee ·ng! 
Ads I 167 
OLD TOWN FUEL & BLDG. SUPP. CO. 
open7 :Jo - sMon. - Fri . Your ~'Y.~ Home Center 
S1t. 7:30 - 4 
Where You'll Find EVERYTHING For The Home 
FREE DELIVERIES WITHIN A FIFTEEN MILE RADIUS 
FUEL OIL - RANGE OIL - LP GAS 
827-4476 
Brooki~J:.QS~milh 
LaBeau Chapel 
72 Main Street 
Orono, Me. 04473 
TEL.: 866-2550 or 
942-8815 
Art E teeter a 
( ITCITIIA ... • Art Supplies 
•Custom Framing !ll~ 
• Maine Artist Gallery 
19Mi11St. 
Orono, Maine 04401 
(207) 866-3221 Proprietor Frank-Williams 
JOHNSON MONUMENTAL 
co. 
MRB, BOX 323, BANGOR - U.S. ROUT£. #2, ORONO-Vf.AZlE LINE 
947-7734 
168 I AdS 
OWNED AND OPERATLD BY EUGENE G. BOYNTON 
HOME TLL. 989-3581 
EUGENE G. BOYNTON • CATHERINE R. BOYNTON 
RICHARD M. COFFIN 
VEAZIE, MAINE 
1255 State St. 
Veazie, Main£ 
04401-6998 
(207) 942-6793 
Sandy's Hair Shoppe 
For Men - Women - CIU!aren 
specWC4ing in Cuts an4 Penns 
SYLVIA LYNCH, PROPRIETOR 
942-1423 
2 OCive Strut 
(Off SUIU St.) 
Ve4Zk, ME 04401 
ORONO 
Nursi1 t~ H(_n nc__J I~r. 
117 Bcnnocll no~d Oron•) M~IJ1C ~)<14 73 
Home-Cookd MeaLs, Home-Like Atmospfiere 
Approved for Medimre and Medimid 
100 Bed Intenn.edia.te Care 
12 Bed SR.iffe.!C Care Fad!i.ty 
Open Admission PoCky 
Wiffutm C. Shirley, 
Administrator 
EOE 
Tefeplinne 942-2024 
CHARLES M. VEEDER 
CertiJW! Pu6(ic Accountant 
6 State St. 
P.O. Bo~ 254 
Baf190T, Maine 
04401 
STANDARD SHOES 
Downtown Maf£ 
Ba.r19or Maf£ 
Airport Maf£ 
Presque IsCe 
Waterviffe 
Italian Sandwiches 
Steamed Hot Dogs, Gas 
Live Bait, Game Inspection 
.. , OUTER v 
vARlET& 
Te lephone 
945-9536 
Megabucks 
Bill St. Germain 
Proprietor 
H. E. BRIDGES ~. 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL 
SITE WORK, DRIVEWAYS, 
GRADING, SEPTIC SYSTEMS, 
SEWER LINES, SNOW REMOVAL 
ESTIMATES GIVEN 
"WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK" 
OVER 15 YRS OF EXPERIENCE 
942-3624 
LANCASTER AD GLENBURN 
PACE APPLIANCE SERVICE 
-d..... REPAIR OF ALL MAJOR 1lRAND APPLIANCES • ~ ALSO: Bradford and Kenmore 
REFRIGERATORS - FREEZERS - WASHERS - DRYERS - RANGES - DISHWASHERS 
WARRANTY: GIBSON, FRIGADAIRE, AVANT!, SANYO, KELVINIATOR, TAPPAN 
''SERVICING THE BANGOR-BREWER AREA FOR 20 YEARS" 
PROMPT SERVlCE 
884-7707 PHILLIPS ROAD GLENBURN, MAINE 
AdS I 169 
LANCASTER'S 
MARKET 
MO -FRI 
SAT-SUN 
2 Mill St. 
Orono, Me. 
04473 
STAT£, ST., VLAZIL 
947-8874 
OPLN HOLIDAYS 
VCR MOVIE, RLNTAL 
A Complete Printing and 
Copy Service 
7 AM-9 PM 
8 AM-9 PM 
(207) 
866-7003 
HOWLAND'S PRINTING 
170 
Busiruss CardS to Books 
W e.ddlng Invitations 
Prompt Dependabfe Service 
_,_ 
UUIVERSIT't' 
moToR tnn 
-
5 College Avenue 
Orono, Maine 04473 
Telephone 
(207) 866-4921 
I 
iVIed NoW 
"MedNow 
cares for us!" 
303 MAIN STREET, ORONO, MAINE 866-5561 
5- INUTE DRIVE F-HOM THE BA GOA MALL 
PEPSI. 
THE CHOICE 
OF ANEW 
GENERATION. 
PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING 
COMPANY OF BANGOR 
Wilson Street 
Brewer, Maine 
ORONO 
WASH 
'n 
DRY 
27 Mill Street 
GOOD LUCK GRADS 
OF 
1990 
S. E. MacMILLAN 
CO., INC. 
Genera£ Contractor 
Wood Lane 
Stay out in front 
with Fleet 
Fleet Bank 
BURGE 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 1990 
SPAULDINGS RADIATOR 
Auto Truck and 
Industrial Specialist 
1576 Hammond Street 
Bangor, Maine 
1-800-248-7114 945-9829 
DANSPACE 
COMMUNITY 
ARTS CENTER 
22 N ortfi. Main St. 
Old Town, Maine 
827-8201 
Offeril19 Dance 
Cfasses 
Petfonna.nces 
aru! E~fiibits 
.. ~ 
SP([O • QUALITY • ECO'-OMY 
JIFFY 
PRINT 
Graphic Desi9n - Photostats 
Typesetti"9 - Fonn Desi9n 
Widdi"9 Invitations - FuCf 
Service Printi"9 
499 Broadway 
Ba"9or, ME 04401 
(207) 947-4490 
171 
JACKSON BOAT & 
SEAFOOD 
COMPANY 
Veazie, Maine 04401 
(207) 945-3458 
PLAZA 
LAUNDROMAT 
172 
Lowfine Boats 
Lowfine Pontoon &oats 
Afuminum Boats 
Good Used Boats 
New '88 & '87 Boats 
Canoes 
Paint SuppCies 
Resin 
New & Used Out6oard Motors 
Out6oard Parts 
D 
D 
SUPPORTING OUR 
STUDENTS AND SCHOOLS 
IS SOI\1ETHING 
SPECIAL AT 
shaiUS 
D 
the Store Companunts of 
Gourmet Coffees, Bulk 
Grains, Spices, Imported Cheeses, 
Unusual lee Creams, Baked Goods. 
BROADWAY FURNITURE 
22 MILL ST 
ORO NO 
MAINE 
866-4592 
& 
vAMPERSAND/ 
CARDS & GIFTS 
Congratulations Orono High 
School Class of '90! 
Here's to your future! 
1890 Old Town - Orono YMCA 1990 
Celebrating 100 years of community service 
614 Broadway 
Ba119or1 Mairu 04401 
TeL 94 7-8631 
THORNTON'S 
AUTO REPAIR 
JOHN T. CYR & SONS, INC. 
2 51 S. Main St. 
Ofd" Town, Maine 
04468 
Plume.: 827-7705 
827-2335 
Coaches 
160 Gilman Falls Ave. 
P.O . Box 368 
Old Town, ME 04468 
827-5286 
School Buses 
173 
174 
BEST WISHES 
TO THE 
CLASS 0 F 1990 
compfiments of 
JAMES RIVER 
CORPORATION 
Whether you're 
a whitewater explorer 
or a weekend P-llddler, 
this nameplate 
identities tlie best 
canoe you can own. 
Canoes for fishing, camping, lake paddling, 
long distance touring and wilderness 
tripping. From Old Town, the Quality Canoe. 
Old Town Canoe Company, 
58 Middle Street, 
Old Town, ME 04468 207/827-5514 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
A full service bookstore 
providing products & services 
to a university community 
Textbooks General 
Out-of-Print Searches Used Books 
Engineering and General Supplies 
ROY BROS. INC 
A WINNING TEAM 
MULTIPLE OFFENSE 
*FUEL AND RANGE OILS 
*BUDGET PLANS 
*24 HOUR COVERAGE 
*LP GAS 
*ALL STATE PERSONNEL 
ALL SEASONS DEFENSE 
*PRESIDENTIAL PROTECTION PLAN 
*TANK GUARD PROTECTION 
*24 HOUR COVERAGE 
MANAGER 
PHIL FINLEY 
The Student 
Center. 
-~C\ . .. 
OLDTOWN 
827-4416 
, , ;".~;t:,·rf\ ",.) ' , 
.. ~l.,._. ~~L~Wf 
p • ••• ~·...:...--'-
Going to McDonald' 'is almost as 
much a part of school as going to cia s . 
You've made us the place to meet , to 
talk, to have a good time , to celebrate 
your victories and help forget defeats . 
You've made McDonald 's more than 
ju t another place to eat. And that's why, 
at McDonald 's, 
we say ... 
IT'S A GOOD TIME rATi1 
FOR THE GREAT TASTE [ali 
'NiCLr;;t I Jutpf_ISfJ5. 
Porteous 
5L~j's 
fo~nesian_ 
/(esta.LlYClht 
BLST WISHES 
STRIAR TEXTILE 
MILL 
ORONO, MAIN£ 
MAINE PEOPLE PRODUCING 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 
FOR THE WORLD 
175 
176 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS . 
OF 
1990 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
CA EN 
COMPLETE FOOD & VENDING SERVICE 
CANTEEN SERVICE CO. 244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 945-5688 
CANTEEN 
cup.~MgRvEo GAMES·MUSIC 
~Q/..1 ee I :~NGS:~is I 
FOR 5 OR MORE =~~;:es~~;~~ 
JUKE IOXES 
244 PE~RY ROAD CANTEEN 
BANGOR COMPLETE FOOO&VENOING SERVICE M5-66ll8 
~~~- .-,-[jii 6.) 
Cat's Meow 
Collectibles 
• Unique Gifts & Collectibles 
• Personalized Service 
• Free Gift Wrapping 
• Delivery & Mailing Service 
• MasterCard, Visa & Amex accepted 
33 Central Street • Downtown Bangor 
945-6801 
I 
' 
We're with you all 
the way. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 1990 
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
CREDIT UNION 
Come See Your Credit Union 
For Summertime Fun 
Summertime will be here before you 
know it! So come in today and take 
advantage of our Low Loan Rates on 
Boats, Campers, and RV 's and be ready 
for some summertime fun! 
university of maine credit union 
P 0 Box 279 • Rangeley Road , 
Orono, Maine 04473 cu 
1207) 561 -1459 • 1-800-992-UMCU 
177 
THE 
ORONO BOOSTERS 
CLUB 
178 
SALUTES THE 
BEST WISHES TO 
THE CLASS OF 1990 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS 
OF 
1990 
BANK OF NEW ENGLAND 
A Century of Service 
1889 .. 1989 
• • • 
asrnlnes 
restaur ant 
A Unique ItaLian Restaurant 
Veaf - Cliicke.n - Seafoocf - Pasta 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 1990 
28 Mill Street 
Orono, ME 044 73 
Telephone 
(207) 866-4200 
-$- College Credit for your Military Training 
+ -$- Money for your College Education 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-$- A Chance to FLY! 
MAINE AIR GUARD 
990-7710 
179 
180 
ORONO HIGH SCHOOL 
KEY CLUB 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ORONO-OLD TOWN 
KIWANIS 
A66ott, Kathy 
A66ott, Shmy 
A 
9, 64, 68, 69, 70, 71 , 76, 79 
20, 32, 4-4, SO, S7, 95, 100, 106, 108, 112, 
114, 115 
8, 32, 34, 36, 43, Sl, SJ, ss, 92, 117, 118, 
120, 14-4, lSO 
32, 84 
180 
118, 138 
Adams, Nicoll. 
Alium, Tl1l<lt 
Al4ric.li, Pau 
Allen, Buc:a 
Allen, Btn 
21, 33, 35, 80, 86, 95, 102, 108, 111, 112, 113, 
115, 122, 123 
8. 32, 80, 86, 94, 95, 97, 99, 102, 103, 110, 112, 
Allen, Chnstophu 
Allen, fi..U.U 
Allen, Swtt 
Afpert, Tfatodort 
Awr..,n, Btn 
An4enon, Dmnu 
A ...Urton, TfwrnA! 
Arse.nau.Ct, r.lut 
Arf<nau!t, M<uy<>m 
Asr.!Ly, Lu 
A..<lmaiopo..CO•, Aaron 
122, 123, 141, 149 
63, 84, 90 
10 
20 
69, 76 
67, 70, 71, 76, 79, 110 
8, 17, 21, 32, 38, 118, 139, lSJ 
94 
10, 20 
. 14, lS, 21, 121, 149 
11 
68, 72, 74 
B 
21, 33, SO, 94 
so, 123 
66, 69, 70, 76, 79 
11 
32, 50, 84 
78 
89 
B~<r,JodL 
Baird; Jouufu 
Ba!Card; Nathan 
Ban4y, B<th 
Ba..rb.r, KtVU\ 
Batu, Myrna 
Batty, D .... 
Baye.r, Allison 
Bayu, Andrtw 
Baye.r1 Mt9an 
B<arn, j im 
21, 37, 94, 95, 96, 98, 99, 100, 102, 104, 122 
32, Sl, 94, 95 
B<an, DMatf 
B<an, Dennis 
Bmr, Amand'a 
B«Wdoon, jam&< 
B«Wdoin, Matth<w 
B«Wdoon, Ndson 
Bunfr.Cdi, M'9M 
B~<r,S... 
Bdl:-Smitli, !su 
Bmjamln, Chns 
Bmt!Ly, Betsy 
B<rtfilaum<, lAny 
Buuy, Paul 
11 
113 
21, 48, 94 
48, 94, 98 
34, 36, 118, 132, 134, lSO, 1S9, 161 
32, Sl, 58, 59, 66, 94, 98, 99 
69, 70, 71, 72, 73 
125 
94 
72 
94, 116, 117, 121 
32, Sl, 63, 67, 83, 84, 90 
3, 11 
32, Sl, 75, 86, 87 
33, 50, 85 
But, OavuC 
But1 Stt:Vt 
B...ul; BU!y 
B<ylLrian, fleufi 
B<ylLrlan, )O<y 
Bidford; 8«1y 
Bidford; Dawn 
Bfair, farnfuun 
Br.a.., Danyf 
Bfum<, Martha 
Bonnkfuen, Sfu<f4 
21, 32, Sl, 94, 95, 96, 98, 99, 101, 110 
2, 20 
9, 20, 31, 32, 34, 36, 43, Sl, 52, SJ, 85, 104, 
lOS, 118, 119, 140, 149, 150, 184 
148 
123 
72, 73 
35 
101 
66, 67, 71, 76 
75 
72, 73, 104 
Bonnkfu<n, Svm 9, 36, 73, 80, 86, 87, 92, 95, 100, 102, 
104, lOS, 110, 112, 116, 118, 119, 121, 122, 146, 184 
Boroclk.o, Simon 32, 38, 63, 90, 110, 114, 123 
Boudiu1 Tony 
Bragg, jtnnifu 
Brainerd; Afu 
Bra!Ly, Sfutwn 
Bra.ssCett, Mlit. 
Brcuu, jeffr<y 
Brewer, David' 
Bri<fgu, Swtt 
Br~ CanU. 
Brown, Grtg 
Brown, Kun 
Brown, St<jln-<lllan 
Brownstein, LouU 
B....Unbali, Cfrurt. 
Bums, j ohn 
BldlLr, M.a.d!L 
124 
67, 71, 76 
67, 84, 91 
94 
180 
66, 71, 72, 7 3 
8, 20, 24, 33, SJ, 102, lOS, 118, 145 
32, 94 
33, 36, 52, 67, 123 
50, 94 
lS, 71, 76 
32, 91 
17 
69, 71, 76 
72 
15, 66, 67, 69, 71, 76 
c 
C44y, Howton 
CafU!(, Cathy 
CarMron, Chnstophu 
. 66, 69, 71, 72 
74, 93 
8, 21, 32, 38, Sl, 59, 118, 135, 149, 
lSO, 1S3 
CarMron, Jufi< 21, SO, 93, 94 
Camj>6ell; Loni 66, 69, 71, 72 
Camj>6ell; Swulanu 20, 32, SJ, 94, 96, 98, 99, 100 
Carflon, )OliAS 66, 69, 70, 71, 73, 76, 77, 78, 79, 119 
c arflon, Lozs 20, 32, 35, 36, 42, 80, 86, 97, 99, 100, 102, 
105, 110, 112, 118, 119, 122, 123, 131, 141, 149, lSO, 151 
Ca.rt.e.r, Cammi 68, 69, 71 , 72, 75 
Cart<r, julio 91 
Ca,...,o1 Travis 
catlicmt, fran 
Cliarnb<rs, MatWw 
Chapman, Ail<n< 
Chapman, DM 
Cfwrclila, KyC. 
c~ Bustu 
CO.Iiarn, Kdi<y Ann< 
CC..Uy, Chns 
32, 38, 118, 134 
13, 20, 22 
63, 69, 72, 74 
72 
67, 69, 74 
21, 29, 32, Sl, SJ, 55, 106, 110, 117, lSO 
68 
84, 100 
32, 4-4, 45, 106, 112, 113, 114, us 
124 
21, 28, 32, 34, 38, 126, 136, 1S2 
32 
94 
9, 16, lOS, 118, 143, 150, 161 
32, 84, 89 
74, 124 
106 
69, 71, 72, 73 
32, 67, 84, 89, 106 
17, 32, Sl, 106, 112, 154 
21,27 
32, 67, 84 
66, 69, 71, 72, 73, 75 
180 
106, 112 
21, 34, s 1, SJ, 106 
14, lS, 66, 71, 77 
124 
11 
22, 32, 52, 92, 95, 106, 108, 114, 116, 117, 
121 
33, 39, Sl, SJ, 122, 123 
71, 72 
Co66, sr..y.. 
CoCilm, Roger 
Colman, joe 
Cornln9o, Ro6en 
Co......._ A"9d 
ea......._ Kou 
Corson, Paula 
Car50n, Ray 
Cola, Amy 
Cota, Andrtw 
Cota, )oe 
Coutu, Lynn 
Crouma.n, Jason 
Crouma.n, jessica 
Crowc,jami< 
Cullllln91iarn, Casey 
Currt.e.r, Stan 
Curtll, A&lgail 
CurtU1 Jun 
CurtU, Lam 
Curtll, Lynn 
D 
D'Errko, Brian 
Dana, LC1nu 
Dane, Btn 
Dang, Tan 
Dang, T""'9 
Dang, Tnnli 
Davidlon, Midq 
Day, M.a.d!L 
Day, Swtt 
Duora, Lu. AM 
Dw.nwi, Heidi 
D...U,jofln. 
21, 106, 117 
8, 118, 133, 152, 1S9 
20, 25, 33, 51, 60, 61, 95, lOS, 110, 112, 122 
106 
11, 1S 
20,94 
20, 53, 123, 154 
10 
67, 71, 76 
9, 118, 119, 134, 1S2, 156 
8, 118, 133, 136 
. . 16, 39, 106, 112, 165 
94, 105, 180 
20, 33, Sl, 60, 92, 96, 100 
De.rW1 Lori 
D<rl, j ustin 
Dulianu, CfuU 
D.SI<rvo, !1ma 
Detour, Da.nit1ft 
Devoe, Paul 
Devoe, Tlitrt.s t 
D<wlLy, Eric 
DQtUr1 Tun 
Dottin, SIWlnllt 
Doagli<rty, A[yson 
Doagfi<rty, JeruUfu 
Doagli<rty, S... 
Dow, David 
Dow1 Lawu 
Dowse, Wauiy 
DoyC., John 
Drake, N..oC. 
Drake, RoDen 
Du6ois, Ro6in 
Duj><rc, !saa< 
66 
14, 15, 17 
71, 76 
32, 34, 50, 94, 96, 100, 102, 110 
2 
84 
67 
14, 15 
66, 69, 71, 76 
so, 84 
51, 60, 61 
78 
106, 180 
84 
84 
10 
94 
9, 16, 17, 86, 104, 118, 122, 138, 150 
67, 68, 69, 76 
Duf>CL .. u, M= 
Dutton, H..U.U 
Dwy<r, Odul 
DyjaA, Cvl 
E 
11 
3, 20, 25 
84 
20, J2 
lS4 Eckland; Dave 
£<!4y, Cr...! 17, 21, 29, 31, 32, Sl, 106, 109, 112, 114, 115, 
149 
32, so, 67, 123 E<f4y,Jo4y 
Efd'red"gc, Jauufu 
E~wood;T"'<)' 
Em., Sftlri<y 
Eiumorc,~ 
Eiumorc, RyM 
E no1, Clay M. 
Erliar.U, Mlui 
Everd t1 Peta 
Ewa.niow, £.flcn 
Fanuwortli, C. D. 
Farrwrn, Dyfan 
Fastoo'- liS< 
FWd; Kathy 
Figu<roa, £.tfuln 
Ffanagan, Sa[y 
Fllpf>U, Gtof9< 
FlOod; Keuh 
F for<y, Chns 
Ffor<y, Mmt 
Fo~u, HWuy 
F o~<r, pfw<6e 
Fo~u, Swtty 
Ford; Arthur 
Ford; Nathanati 
Ford; S~tpfwut 
Ford; Tlimsa 
Forsythe, Afan 
Fow!Lr, A"9<fa . 
Fo"' Bnuvlon 
Fr4f<r,A"9<fa 
Fuentu1 Mana 
Fur6isli, Chnstophu 
Gagne, Kar!en. 
Gagne, K&y Joan 
Gagnon, Am6u 
Gagnon, Dawn 
Gaf<ari, An4y 
G~fi<r,Chnstu~t 
G~fi<r, Gahe . 
Ga!Caru, Bnan 
Ga!Caru, Joe 
Garcdon, S~tpfwut 
Gard'nu, Saro 
84 
14, 15 
11, 111 
64, 66, 67, 63, 69, 71, 73, 77, 1S4 
. 9, 33, 39, 46, 80, 86, 102, 120, 129, 139, 
149, 152, 156, 157 
66, 69, 71, 72, 73 
20 
Sl, 62, 106 
71 , 76, 77, 78 
F 
8, 91, 118, 145 
8, 32, 42, 43, Sl, 62, 80, 85, 36, 97, 118, 
119, 123, 129, 146, 153 
21, 106 
125 
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Iru!ex I 183 
_. _. _. The girls' soccer page in the early stages. 
_. _. Bill Beutel and Matt Ross collaborate on the sports section. 
_. _. .,.. Taking a break from yearbook, Sven Bonnichsen debates the ex-
istence of an afterlife. 
_. In her usual position at Percy, Jean Whitney fulfills her role as Copy 
Queen. 
In March there was a change in certain people in the senior class. 
They came to school on Monday having slept less over the week-
end than a chronic insomniac. They used the week to recover from 
the weekend, but like others who did the same, they were suffering 
from severe cases of Deadlinitis and Sixtypagesdownwithfivedays-
togo syndrome. The victims? Bill BeuteL Sven Bonnichsen, Nancy 
Gilles, Matt Ross, and Jean Whitney, the "Faithful Five" who 
worked all through vacation to present OHS with CRIMSON CRIER 
'90. Enjoy. 
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Crimson Crier 
1990 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
Editor-In-C~f: 
JEAN WHITNEY 
Genera.( Editor: 
SVEN BONNICHSEN 
sports Editor: 
MATT ROSS 
ChU.f Scrivener: 
BILL BEUTEL 
Business Ma.fta9er: 
SHELBY SPAULDING 
Business Advisor: 
MARY NADEAU 
Advisor: 
NANCY GILLES 
ACADEMICS: Sven Bonnichsen 
COPY: Jean Whitney 
INDEX: Kristie Locke & Ben Dane 
JR. HIGH: Abby Curtis, Ellen 
Ewankow, Willow Wetherall 
LAYOUT: Sven Bonnichsen 
PHOTOGRAPHY: J & M STUDIO; 
Walter Ryan, Katja Suletzki, 
Jean Whitney, Ryan White 
SCRIVENER: Chris Clukey 
SENIORS: Jean Whitney 
SPORTS: Amy Gray & Nick Pearce 
BUSINESS STAFF: 
Lee Decora, Robin DuBois, Jamie Goodwin, Melisse 
Olesky, Sarah Opitz, James Robichaud 
GENERAL STAFF: 
Shield Bonnichsen, David Brewer, Lars Carlson. 
Angelie Commeau, John Denis, Alan Forsythe. 
Beth Halteman, Jay Harris, Tim Hatfield, Brya 
Heath, Leila Munson, Cara Pescarino, Annette 
Teachout, Arlene Teachout, Kendra Warner 
The hopes and impossible futures of a 
generation are reflected in the Crim-
son Crier's glossy pages. A time cap-
sule catapaulted into the future by an 
industrious band of devotees " in love 
with the products of time, " a year-
book charms the moment into immor-
tality. 
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